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75th Anniversary Issue
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THE BATES STUDENT
BATES

COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE,

JANUARY

19,

imi'islrcl shoW and a" al1 day winter sports outing at
I nd SprillSs wul be SP60^1 innovations in this year's Winter
^ival weekend, Feb. 3 to 6.
The minstrel show, under the direction of Cesidio Tessicini,
U be held Friday from 7:30 to 9 p. m. with the added attractive packages of Lucky Strike cigarettes given free by
konoi
Amenican Tobacco Co. to each couple.
,d Spring Outing
winter port? outing will be
Feb. 6. from 10 a.
,|d Sunday
5:30 p m at Poland Springs
will be a charge of approxi■-.m. which will
telv SI l»'r
all expenses. Besides tobog„nmg. skiing " ;i -bating, the colwill have theu-eof Ricker Inn
r- lunch-sandwic!
salad, tea.
ffee. cocoa and :lcssert. supplied
the Mansion House will be servAiui ping-"-''1.- and pool tables
U the dance hall are available.

Nicholson, Moore
WinSpeechContest
David Moore and Roderick Nicholson were awarded $13 apiece by
winning the best speaker part of the
two sections of the freshman prue
debates, Monday .evening at the
Chase Hall radio loom.
The first debate, Resolved: That
the federal government should establish a federal program of commlsory health insurance was won
'iy the affirmative team of Larri
Burns. Robert Goldman, and Carol
Jacques against a negative team of
Robert Rudoph. Stanley Patterson
ind David Moore. F.ach member of
the winning team won $5.
The affirmative also gained the
decision in the second debate. Resolved: That no major change 'be
made in the Taft-Hartley Law ir.
th:s Congress. William Kuhn and
John Moore comprised the affirmaive against a negative team of F.lizbeth Townsend and Roderick Nicholson.
Freshman President Robert Caganello acted as presiding officer.
The judges were Prof. Robert Sewird. Mr. Orville Robertson, and Mr.
Arthur Monk.

fnthere is no -now Sunday, there
he a ma.-sive treasure hunt at
Irfand Spirngs in place of skiing.
iblicity will i>e covered by both
ortlanri and the Lewiston
^papers. The busses will leave
p05 a! 10 a. m. and will return
for supper. After supper the
fistian Association will sponsor
informal candlelight vesper ser[ in the chapel from- 7 to 7:30 p.
L All are invited to attend in skijib year there will also be Chase
pal! open houses Friday and Sat
[day afternoons. Feb. 4 and 5, from
|to 5:30 p. m. They will be similar
I the u»ual Saturday evening afrs—coed. . with pool, ping-pong
I card-playing—a place to go betre super.

ice show, there will be an all-college
skate and an open house at Chase
Hall from 8:30 to 11:45 p.m. The
song contest, in charge of Mary
Gibbs and Jim Anderson, sound
■movies of winter sports in Switzer,
land, dancing and refreshments will
be the special features of the evening.

Townmen Adopt
Constitution: To
Organize Club

This evening at 8 o'clock in the will introduce each of the speakers.
New Brunswick's Stafford is a
Little Theater Bates meets the Unifourth
year veteran science student.
versity of New Brunswick in the
After graduation this year he plans
first international debate of the seato study law at U.N.B. Law School,
son..
in St. John. Safford is the president
The Bates affirmative team, com- of the U.N.B. Debating Society.
posed of Max Bell and Rae StillEdward McKinney, the other visman, will debate New Brunswick's iting negative speaker, is a fourth
negative team, Harold Stafford and year veteran arts student at New
Edward McKinney. The topic for Brunswick and is the secretary-treathe debate is Resolved: That the surer of the Debating Society.
United Nations now be revised into
Both of Bates' affirmative speaka Federal World Government.
ers are sophomore members of the
Richard Nair has been appointed varsity squad. Each has a backlog
by the Debating Council as manag- of experience as members of last
er for the debate. Dean Rowe will year's freshman squad.
be chairman for the evening and
The debate will be non-decision.

"The Student" Past, Present And Future
Seventy-five years bring changes to everything and the STUDENT is no exception. In this issue of the newspaper, we are
devoting two special pages to some of the major changes in the
paper. These pages also recall a few of the major issues which
beset the undergraduates of an earlier age.
In scanning the papers of our "founding fathers", the changes
in college life seem revolutionary. These years have seen the
establishmnt of coeducation, the beginnings of a liberal arts
program and the inauguration of the Bates Plan. These years
also left their mark on the editorial policy of the STUDENT.
Former editors proclaimed that the avowed purpose of any college newspaper was to serve as an intermediary between the
masses and the intellectuals. It took less than ten years for this
idea to be subordinated to the policy of writing and commenting on the news of the day.
It is not our intention to write a chronological history of
Bates but to present items which once roused the student body
to unknown heights of excitement. These items have retained
their value, not as headline news but as representative articles
of days past.
We hope that the contrast and comparisons will prove to be

At a meeting Friday morning,
enlightening and enjoyable.
the toymmen adopted a constitution for a club similar to the town
women's Lambda Alpha. The constitution will now be sent to the
Student Activities Committee for
final approval.

By Subscription
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instrel Show, Outing At Poland Stillman And Bell Debate
Long '49 Carnival Innovations New Brunswick Tonight
By Arlene Fazzi

B^iv^i^^ii

Norman Thomas Is
Next Chase Speaker
American Socialist Party Leader Norman Thomas will speak

Bobcats In 72-52
Win Over Maine
By Dave Turkeltaub
The Bates Bobcats rebounded
from their Saturday night defeat in
fine fashion against Maine last evening. Featuring a pretty pattern of
playmaking, the Petrofnen were
definitely "on" their game as they
quickly rolled up an impressive lead
and won- going away, 72-52.
The outcome was never in doubt,
and the final minutes found the fans'
interest centered around the scoring of "Wee Willie" Simpson. Bill,
point-making
prolifically,
again
matched his personal high-scoring
mark of 29 tallies.
The home club kept the contest
at a fast pace throughout, easily
outrunning the bigger boys from
Orono, and throttled the visitors'
offense with their T-zone defense.
Bates sprung to a six point lead
in the first minute of play. Maine
closed the gap to 6-5, but That was
the closest they ever came. Passing
finely and shooting well, the Cats
climbed to a comfortable advantage, and at half time were far in
front. 37-21.
Bursting forth again with a flurry
of tallies. Bates had a 25-point pull,
53-28. five minutes into the second
half. Play slowed down as tflie
home team began to coast in, but
as Maine started to cut into the
lead, the Cats again took command
and kept a cozy 20-point margin
until the final buzzer.

in the chapel Friday evening at 8 o'clock on the subject of
crucial world problems. His address will be the second in this
year's George Colby Chase Lecture Series.
Mr. Thomas will be on campus all day Friday. Students and
faculty will have a chance to meet and talk with him at a reception in the Women's Union at 4 p.m.
Broad Background
For many years an internationally known lecturer and author, Mr.
Thomas has carried the Socialistic
standard in six Presidential campaigns.
Mr. Thomas has been successfully a social worker, pastor, editor,
executive director of the
League for Industrial Democracy,
and chairman of the Post-War
World" Council. His books include
"America's Way Out", "Human
Exploitation", and "What Is Our
Destiny?" He writes a weekly column for the Call and is- one of the
most frequent participants in radio
forums.

Norman Thomas

Army Sponsors Special
Bates Radio Program
A special program dedicated to
Bates College and sponsored by the
United States Army Department
will be presented nationally Saturday, Feb. 5, from 1 to 1:30 p. m
over the Mutual Network.

He is a graduate of Princeton
University, where he studied under
Woodrow Wilson, and Union Theological Seminary. Princeton later
bestowed on him an honorary doctor of letters degree.
Arrangements for Mr. Thomas'
campus visit are being made by the
Chase Lecture Committee through
the cooperation of Independent Students for Democratic Action, recently formed political club. Head
ing up the committees in charge are
Arnold Alperstein, Glenn Kumekawa. William Stringfellow, Mr. LeMaster, and Dr. Painter.
Campus Schedule

The program will open with a
campus silutr by the United States
Maine desperately shuffled and
Mr. Thomas will speak at Colby
Army Baud from Washington. Folreshuffled their collection of giants
tomorrow evening and arrive here
lowing
the
salute
the
band
will
play
in an effort to check the fastseveral Bates songs and a selection at 10 a. m. Friday. An interview
breaking 'Bob'cats. They used a
with the press is scheduled for 11
of marches.
two-one-two zone, which proved ina. m. in the Publishing Association
The townmeh elected William
By Charles Clark
. I that the question of paying a $12.05 effective against the weaving tactics
Next on the program Mutual wilt Office. Early in the afternoon Mr.
Paradis as acting-chairman of the
An unusually large gallery of four bill sent to the Student Council for of the home club, and could in no present an electrically transcribed Thomas will meet Stringfellow as
group. With the help of a commitmembers observed one of tne most Commons Christmas decorations, way stop the outside sets of the recording made at the local WCOl' chairman of the United Student
tee which he will choose. Chairman
interesting Student Cpunei' meet- be reopened for discussion. This Batesmcn.
studio. This disc includes several Christian Council.
Paradis will lead the group until allAs a result Bates will bring a 3-2 Bates cheers led by Richard Zakariings of the semester Thursday eve- proved to be a bombshell. Arnold Alcofjege elections, when a full slate
The reception at 9 p.m. in th;
ning. The two-hour session includ- perstein, sole member of the Com- Series record to Bowdoin on Thurs- an, a short talk by Dr. Phillips, and
Women's Union, sponsored by Inof officers will be elected.
ed heated discussion over the pay- mons Committee, attempted to lay day. Colby topped Bowdoin, 62-48, two selections by the Bates choir
dependent Students for Democratic
The purpose of the new constitu- ment of two bills allegedly contract- the blame for the fact that the last evening and now has a game
under the direction of Mr. Waring. Action, will be open to all students
tion is to provide for a stronger ed by members of the administra- decorations were bought without the and a half edge over the Petromen.
George Gamble will act as coor- and faculty. Theodore Belsky, presiorganization
of
the
townmen. tion without the sanction of the Stu- knowledge of the Council on himdinator. The entire program is un- dent of ISDA, will be host. StringSaturday at 11 p. m. there will be While it provides for a social group,
dent Council, apportionment of self, stating that Mrs. Cross made
der the direction of Mr. Stattel.
fellow will briefly explain the nature
coed skating relays at the rink fol- leaders of the consitutionaj commitfunds in the Campus Chest, and the an attempt to contact the Council
of the club, and all will have an oplowed in the afternoon by ski-jump- tee claim that one of the main feathrough
him.
Alperstein
said
that
voting down of an increased dues
portunity to meet Mr. Thomas.
ing on Mt. David beginning at 1:30 tures of this constitution is the proaccording to Mrs. Cross, "the Stuproposal.
Mr. LeMaster will introduce the
p.
m.
The
snow
sculptures
will
be
vision
of
a
.means
to
close
the
gap
ndents wishing to apply for
dent Council has always paid for
Misconceptions About Gowns
speaker at 8 p m. in the chapel. Mr.
The newest addtion to the physics
ber-hip in the Spofford Club judged from 3 to 4 p. m. after between off-campus and campu;
them in the past."
In connection with the gown
Thomas' address on crucial world
lab is a 15,000 volt rectifier, built by
i» now do so by submitting one which there will be another open men. The new organization hopes
Grady then entered a motion to Francis Berry from war surplus
problem, it was stated that the improblems will be followed by an
house
at
Chase.
that
it
will
be
of
especial
aid
to
inmore pieces of creative writing
mediate reaction of Mr. Ross to the the effect that the bill should not radar equipment. With this apparaopen forum and discussion led by
coming
town-freshmen
in
meeting
The Carnival Hop, under the diore tomorrow evening. Manusletter appearing in last week's STU- be paid by the Student Council, due tus, one can take soft X-ray picKumekawa.
their
classmates
and
getting
orients should be given to Joyce Car- rection of Richard Zakarian, will be
DENT concerning this problem to the necessity of making it clear tures of flowers, light up partially
William Stringfellow"s Oslo-odysPublicity is being handled by
Mary Fisher, Robert Foster, held in the Alumni Gym from 8 to ated to the college campus.
was that the Student Council was that Council funds are not to be ex- evacuated bulbs and prevent mother- sey has carried him 32,850 miles Miss Varney, Stringfellow, and Rob11:45 p.m. with music by Frankie
William Senseney.
pended without the appropriation of some smoke from coming out of through 23 states on speechmaking
responsible for its publication.
ert Foster.
ritings will be appraised and Kahn's orchestra. The theme of the
Both Dean Rowe and the Council those funds by the group. He said, chimneys.
tours since his return from the
dance
will
be
"Basin
Street."
Tickets
members admitted at a special
criticized the letter as unfair in its "Tradition should cease as of this
Artificial smoke may be made by World Christian Youth Conference
«ing of the club Friday after- are $3 per couple and the dance is
year." Donald Conners was in sym- passing air first through a bottle of in Norway a year and a half ago
over simplified presentation.
semi-formal.
At
9:30
p.m.
the
m.
The author of the letter, Charles pathy with the motion, declaring, hydrochloric acid and then through Next week in Monteagle, Tenn., he
Queen will make her entrance.
"I say crack down. We cannot al- a bottle of ammonia to form a pre- expects to up the grand total of 133
Discussion at the Spofford Club's
Stone,
was present at the meeting
This festive week end wiU end
*t'ng Jan. 11 centered around
and acknowledged writing it of his low our money to be spent without cipitate om ammonium chloride. speeches.
Sunday with the all day winter
Jane Waters has been chosen by
the discretion of the Council." A The precipitate is then pumped
' manuscripts submitted for
sports outing to Poland Springs and the Bates Manufacturing Company own accord, emphasizing that he
Conference-goer- Stringfellow was
lengthy cross-questioning of Alper- through a miniature smoke stack
incism by members. They were
the candlelight vesper service held to be the representative from Bates was careful not to place any of the
appointed
last week to the National
At the last meeting of the Jordan
stein was then staged by frosh repJourney", an essay by Charles
in the chapel from 7 to 7:30 p.m. College on their annual college blame for the incident on the Coun- resentative David Moore concerning and the "smoke" begins to come Youth Commission of the Protest- Ramsdell Scientific Society, Jan. 11,
'"'kin: "Laughing Boy of 26A"
oul. When the rectifier is turned on ant Episcopal Church, which will
cil, but that he attempted to show
four members were elected to take
board. The board will spend either
humorou., short story by Leon
that Dean Rowe went over the the details, time, and chain of events the "smoke" stops. This is due to hold its annual meeting Jan. 27 to charge of the displays of their res,is
the
first
or
second
week
in
Februconnected with the entire question. the particles of "smoke" being ionW; and "To a Dead Fish", a
heads of the governing body, which
Feb. 1 at the Du Bose Conference pective major departments tor the
ary in New York City. The week
*m hy William Senseney.
President William Stringfellow ized and acquiring a charge— posi- Center in the Tennessee town. He Science Exhibit. Those chosen were:
was later billed for the gowns, in
will include forums, fashion conferordering them. The whole matter reminded the group that "nobody tive or negative. The stack serves will help frame the Episcopal youth geology, Barbara Cotton; biology,
""•"esA/nenta consisted of blue
ences, posing, appearance on the air
■""' Pie and tea.
was explained to the men's assem- has been murdered", and said the as one electrode and a rod through program for the coming year. A« Taul Cox; mathematics, Elaine Porand on television, and meeting the
bly Monday morning after chapel. situation was actually not as seri- the center as the other. The charged national chairman of the United ter; and physics, Philip LaRochelle.
press and modeling agencies.
A full report by Stu-C President ous as the atmosphere would lead particles of "smoke" go to either Student Christian Council he is in
The board usually consists of
The duties of the chairman will
Mr. Philip Annas, Bates graduate
William Stringfellow appears else- one to believe. A roll-call vote was one or the other, and therefore none particular demand. He wiii attend
twelve or fourteen typical American
be to organize and set up displays,
taken, and the motion was passed, of it comes out of the stack.
now deputy commissioner of educawhere in this issue.
as
a
representative
of
the
College
college co-eds from colleges and
In industry, there are grids in the
tion in the state of Maine, spoke at
Cigar smoke hung heavy in the eight to one. All those voting in
Work Division of the National each working with the head of his
universities all over the country.
chimney
which
are
attached
to
high
major department. The Science Exfavor
of
the
motion
based
their
the Future Teachers of America
room when John Grady, sophoCouncil of his church.
Bates had its first representative on
Bates College is riding the Maine meeting, Jan. 11.
potential terminals. The smoke ionhibit will be held at Bates on Thurs(Continued on page six)
more
representative,
requested
*»tral Railroad.
America's top press agent for the day and Friday evenings, March
izes and clings to them. The grids
In speaking to FTA members, the board in 1946.
1
Jane is a senior, active in the
are removed periodically for clean- Oslo Conference mailed to Episco- 16 and 17.
typical campus scene depicting Mr. Annas asserted that due to the
pal headquarters last week his an
ing.
'front of the chapel is providing increased birthrates of recent years, modern dance club. Her home is in
Jordan Ramsdell's president,'Willnual report on speeches made since
'tover for the Maine Central din- all graduates who intend to teach Farmingham, Massachusetts.
iam Sawyers, announced that Dr.
,,c
August
15.
1947.
At
the
first
ol
r ar menus for the month of Jan- are urgently needed to fill teachers'
this month he had reached a total Hodges, pharmacologist from the
positions. He added that a good
audience of 49,300. "I've lost track University of Rochester Medical
he
Maine Central will carry the education aims to and does "create
of the number of cuts I've taken," School, will be at Bates near the
The Carnival Song Contest, in
P*s chapel with it on ail journies change for the bettar in a pupil as
The annual snow-sculpture conend of January or the first of Febhe says.
charge of Mary Gibbs and James
M> the trains make, which as- a result of learning."
Dr. Crowley of the biology deruary. He will address premedical
ieswill
take
on
added
life
this
year
The job of the good teacher is to
Anderson, will be held Thursday partment was the speaker at the
te the college of a travelling
students.
Last Wednesday's chapel pro- with Michael Buccigrosse, "41, Hob- evening, Feb. 3, at the Chase Hall Jan. 11 meeting of the Lawrence
J10 of Bates for all Maine Cen- direct the experience of the pupils
gram was led by Dr. D'Alfonso. by Shoppe proprietor, contributing Open House. Songs this year will Chemical Society and gave a very
Passengers. It is the first in a at a very critical time so as to bring
about a change for the better in the He spoke on the subject "Digging an engraved cup for the best sculp- be judged in two classes: the gay, interesting presentation of the im7** featuring colleges of the area
pupils. In conclusion, Mr. Annas Wells or Building Monuments."
catchy tune and the serious tune. portance and function of the hypo^" Maine Central serves.
The philosophy professor told his ture.
remarked that teachers receive
Wed., Jan. 19: International DeThe subjects are restricted to tradi- thalamus in the human brain.
There
are
no
restrictions
whatsoThe Rev. John Bowers, rector of bate, Little Theatre, 8-9:30 p.m.
financial rewards which today are listeners that the wells dug in Palestional
campus
activities
and
occasDr.
Crowley,
who
brought
half
a
ever on subject matter, but the
Hillel Club Meeting
higher on the average than at any tine in Biblical times are still serving
ions but not necessarily to the Car- human brain along, because he Trinity Episcopal Church in LewThurs., Jan. 20: Faculty Round
sculptures must be of ice (made
weary
travelers
as
well
as
the
ordi:
nival weekend. Each must be at thought that was all you need in iston was guest speaker at this Table, Chase Hall.
Bates Hillel club will hold other time, as well as being feted
»
with
snow
and
sprayed
over
with
f'al religious services on Friday by their respective communities for nary citizens in the area. He con- water,) and should be as large as least 32 measures in length.
the chemistry department, told how morning's chapel program.
Fri, Jan. 87: George Colby Chase
On Friday Mr. Sampson will ad- Lecturer, Norman Thomas, chapel,
' at o o'clock at -the Beth Jacob services weTdone". The greatest oft trasted these wells with the splen- possible.
Mr. Waring, Mrs. Powers, and the heat control of the body is regu' did monuments erected at various
dress
a few words to the February
lated
by
the
hypo-thalamus,
which
^w, Sabattus street, Lewis- all rewards for a teacher is that of
The contest, under the direction Prof, and Mrs. Bortner will judge
8 p.m.
times by the Jews and the Roman;
graduates,
wishing them good luck
is
the
initiator
of
shivering
in
huseeing his students develop into
the
songs
"for
originality
of
words
of
Carol
Patrcll
and
Richard
JohnReception and tea for Thomas,
in
Palestine
which
now
lie
in
ruins.
IC,8
in their futures. He will also give
and music, for the lyrics, and "for mans and panting in animals.
l * Ztlch will be the speaker. worthwhile citizens.
Women's Union, 4-5:30 p. m.
N
Dr. D'Alfonso felt that there is ston, will be judged from 3 to 4 p.
Dr. Crowley also told of experi- a few words of advice on taking
Object is "Toward A Better
After the meeting, Mr. and Mrs.
the over-all impression of the song."
Thomas Press Interviews, PA ofa parallel to be found in our lives. m Saturday, Feb. 5, by Miss Shaefments in neurology which he had finals which will be especally directAn
engraved
placque
will
be
standing Of the Jewish Peo- Annas and their daughter Elaine,
He left with the student body the fcr, Prof. Berkelman, and Prof.
fice, 11-12 a. m.
ed
to
those
who
may
not
have
been
n
helped
to
make
on
rats
and
cats.
A
awarded for the song which best
America". Burt Palefsky will Prof and Mrs. Bortner, and the
|o
thought of whether they would be Bortner. Originality and skill are meets these requirements according brief question period followed his accustomed to taking finals at other
Devotional Fellowship, Libby 6.
"e traditional Hebrew chants officers of FTA were entertained at
the prime factors for which the cup
well diggers or builders of monu7-9
p. m.
schools.
talk.
service is open to all stu- the home of Dr. and Mrs. Robert
to the judges.
r
will be awarded.
'ts.
ments.
McDonald.

(feekend Program
Friday at 11 a.m. the first comthese innovations, the plete day of Carnival begins with a
■Ogram will contain the traditional hockey game scheduled at that
proival events.
time. Girl's skiing events from 1:30I The Ice Show, under the direc- 3 p. m., the student-faculty snowts of Lois Foster, will begin the shoe softball game from 3 to 4 p. m.,
rities. Thursday from 7:30 to the annual lollypop race up Mt.
p. m. The skating revue this David at 4 p. m. and the Chase Hall
■ follows the theme "Tne Honky open house from 4 to 5:30 p.m. oflonk" The coronation of the fer a fun-packed afternoon for all.
The ministrel show, 7:30 to 9 p.
■teer.. who reigns throughout the
ptire Carnival weekend, will take m., and an open house at Chase Hall
at this time. Following the from 8 to 11:45 p. m. with dancing
and refreshments will complete the
first day.

Four Stu-C Members Discuss Payment
Of Bills, Dues, Campus Chest Funds

joflord Club Sets
rtrance Hardies

Berry Builds A New
Physics Lab Machine

Count Miles,
Retells Story Of\
Oslo- Odyssey

I. Waters Chosen
For College Board

Elect Chairmen Of
Science Exhibition

Education Must
Remake Pupil,
Says Official

ipel Scene Provides
ling Car Menu Cover

Gives Trophy Classify Songs
For Winner Of Gay Or Serious Dr. Crowley Speaks At
Dr. D'Alfonso Speaker Snow Sculpture In Tune Contest Meeting Of Chem. Club
In Wednesday Chapel

Sampson Gives Advice
On Taking Finals Friday

Calendar
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OPEN STATEMENT FROM STUDENT COUNCIL
These facts will help' to clarify, I think, the circumstances
which led to the ordering of new caps and gowns without prior
authorization by Student Council:
1. The Council owns, as it has for over ten years, the gowns
used by seniors at commencement and used by juniors at
Ivy Day. It rents them to seniors, but permits juniors to
use them without charge.
2. The Council does receive some revenue from the rental of
these gowns, thereby enabling it to operate on the lowest
student dues rate of any campus organization supported
by the Student Activities Fee.
3. The number of gowns needed for the present senior class
is the largest perhaps ever required, and it was clearly
the intention of the Council to arrange for the purchase
or rental of additional gowns this year.
4. On Dec. 17 a letter was received by the bursar from the
firm with whom the Council and the college regularly do
business for academic gowns indicating that there would
be a shortage of gowns this year and an increase in the
price of gowns in the near future.
5. The letter was turned over to Dean Rowe, senior adviser
to the Council, and he immediately attempted to contact
me and the Council treasurer, Bill Perham. Both of us
had left early for the Christmas recess, as had some of
the other Council members, but Dean Rowe was finally
able to contact Burt Hammond, vice-president, and Don
Connors.
6. On Saturday morning when these two men were informed about the matter, they told Dean Rowe they could
not commit the Council but could only state their personal
opinions on whether or not new gowns should be immediately ordered. After their conference, Dean Rowe took
the responsibility for ordering the gowns.
7. I received, when I returned from the Christmas vacation,
the bill for the gowns, amounting to $348.48. I presented
it to the Council on Wednesday, Jan. 5, and after full discussion, the officers of the Council were instructed by the
Council to meet with Dean Rowe to hear the full details
and to emphasize that it is not the policy of the Council
to accept bills which are not properly authorized.
8. The Council at the same meeting voted not to pay the bil
. until a full explanation was forthcoming. The Council, obviously, did not. as some have recently claimed, encourage, instigate, or have knowledge of the contents of the
letter to the editor published last week.
9. The Council officers met with Dean Rowe as soon as he
returned Friday, heard the full details of the matter, and
reported these to the Council on Saturday, Jan. 15. Dean
Rowe told Council officers that he considered the matter
one which required immediate attention, if seniors were to
be assured of gowns, and would not have ordered the
gowns without authorization from the Council had it been
possible to consult with the entire Council.
10. Upon hearing the report of its officers, the Council voted
Saturday to pay for the new gowns, which are clearly
needed for this year's serior class. Provisions will shortly
be completed for the rental of additional gowns. Before
the Council voted to pay this bill, it carefully examined
its current and anticipated expenditures and income. This
expenditure will not handicap the operations of the present Council, require any cut in other appropriations, or
necessitate an increase in Council dues.

'

12. In order that policy in the future about matters of this
kind, which require effective cooperation J>etween the
Council and various officers in the college administration,
may be perfectly clear, the Council has authorized its
treasurer to confer early each fall with the bursar, who
handles the gown account for the Council, about any necessary investment in new, repaired, or rented gowns during that year. In this way, an appropriation for needed
gowns can be made by the Council when its regular budget is composed and authorized.

■

i

decorations in the Commons is fully reported in the minutes of
last week's meeting now posted on every men's dormitory bulletin board and in Chase Hall. For my own part, I sincerely
appreciate the genuine interest which many students and others

By Midge Harthan
Now that the campus has been
swept once over lightly with a little
of the white stutL Alice Weber and
Dave Merrill have been bieathing
a little easier. The snow is one of
their big problems but both Alice
and Dave have been counting dollar
signs instead of sheep these days
when they are afflicted with insomnia.
Way back in October Alice and
Dave started cooking up plans for
this year's Winter Carnival. What
they came up with will make this
year's breather between exams one
of the most unique.
Several innovations have been
garnered from the brains of interested students who hope that by offering a program of more than routine interest they will lure the Bates
people to stick around during that
weekend and see what's going on.
Nothing Before 10 A. M.
Late sleepers and those who will
be suffering from acute "examitis"
will be happy to know that no
morning event is scheduled before
10:00 o'clock. None of this dragging
out of warm sacks on cold mornings to watch events.
One of the most significant things
about the Carnival is its zippy
theme, "Basin Street Blues". Watch
for exotic dances on the ice show,
apache they call them. Strictly from
New Orleans, son.
Black Face Show
Another headliner will be Sid
Tessicini's brain child — the Minstrel Show to be in the gym on Friday night. Black faces, gags, and
lots of people making with funnies
promises good entertainment for
that night.
The annual root de toot carnival
dance promises to be fetter than
ever. This is the place where the
decorators can go to town with
"The Blues". They hope to -infuse
the old exam hall with plenty oi
New Orleans atmosphere and remove, any of the dark brown taste
that exams might have left in your

mouth. Frank Kahn's orchestra provides the needed syncopation which
will be topnotch from all recommendations.
Do you wake up with that "Gotta
get away from here feeling"? Outing Club has arranged for that, too.
The Sunday of Carnival weekend
will be a gala day at Poland Spring.
AH kindsa outdoor winter activities
such as tobogganning, skiing, with
rope tow, and skating will be featured. Indoors at Ricker Inn, the
lesser athletics can partake of pingpong, pool, and generally sitting
around in comfortable chairs before
fireplaces.
Chase Hall To Be Open
No chance for freezing your derriere or fingers this year either
Chase Hall will be open from 4:00
o'clock on every day during Carnival so that people can thaw out between events. Chase Hall lounge
will be the haven for men entertaining out of town girls.
Sculpturing in snow is really important this year. What with Mike's
■trophy (and it really is a beauty)
in the offing, snow artists are given
an added incentive for creating outdoor masterpieces. Outing Club is
planning a mammoth sculpture between Roger Bill and Chase Hall
which will entail everything from
scaffolding to imported truckloads
of snow.
Sunday In Chapel
If the whole weekend seems fast
and furious, Sunday night in chapel
will fix that. Bud Home is planning
a half hour program which will provide a quiet evening for absorbing
music and readings.
See You There
Dave and Alice have done a good
bit of organizing to line things up
so that this weekend will be indeed
memorable. They are happy to say
that cooperation from students and
administration has been generous
and is appreciated by -both. Nothing will make them happier than to
see all of you at all the events. Why
not? You'll enjoy it.
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Across

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
21.

+3

4?

Reverts
Pigeon
West Indian rodent
Peer Gynt's mother
Reddish blue color
Clerical vestment
Part of a coat
Girl's nickname
French city
Period of time
Prehistoric horse (Am.)
Faucet

6S~

23.
24.

Mutual (abbr.)

25.

Manuscript (abbr.)
Mouth
Shaft of a column
Paymaster (abbr.)
Short story (abbr.)
Earth as a Goddess
Portal
Regulation
Afghan prince
Cabbage broth
Lava CHawaiian)

26.
27.
28.
29.
31.
33.
55.
37.
38.
41.

19,

1949
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Harvest

Courtesy

Quality

Servics

You've Tried the Rest,
Now

Try

the

Best

SAM'S
Original Italian Sandwich
268 Main St.

TeL 2-9145

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

At long last the children, and the
parents, of Sampsonville can get
those new skis and sleds into operation. This latest snow and cold
wave has given the wearied wive?
achance_to relax; they have been
planning to get at the Spring,
house cleaning had the weather not
changed.
Life moves on - - - and this
month we say goodbye to three of
our community neighbors. Jack and
Dot French and son Spencer leave
soon for Buckfield, Maine, where
Jack will take up his duties as prinpical of the high school.
Baldwins Head South
Kenneth and Muriel Baldwin depart directly after exams for points
South; Ken's actual plans are not
yet complete, but we are sure that
they will be well settled by the
time the new heir arrives this
Spring.
Opal-Earle
and
Philip
Houghton complete their college
careers this month, the future plans
are still in the blueprint stages. We
are sorry to see them leave, but we
are happy that they have successfully completed their work. I'm
sure that all of us who will leave
this year will have benefitted greatly from the experience of living in a
community such as this. There i»
still a waiting list for apartments so
that the vacancies due soon will be
filled immediately by new Ball and
Chainers.

Winter Carnival Co-Chairmen Dave Merrill and Alice Weber

Mr. Sampson WritesNews
r
Sunf Issued Sporadically
By Herbert Dowse
Dear Reader, after days of constant and diligent searching I have
discovered a fact which you should
all know. Sampsonville has been
holding out on us. They have their
own newspaper.
This paper is owned, edited, published, and distributed by Mr.
Sampson. He has taken great interest in the housing project for married veterans since its installation,
and this is one of his methods for
encouraging them and creating good
will.
"The Sampsonville Sun", as the
paper is called, is published approximately every" two weeks. Occasionally, due to pressing administrative
work, Mr. Sampson is unable to
meet his deadline.
One Page Affair
Mr. Sampson kindly loaned me a
few copies of "The Sun". It is generally a one page, mimeographed affair, but it occasionally runs to two
pages. The essential idea behind it
is more or less one of a friendly.

informal message to the Sampsonites; such as the following paragraph from "The Sampsonville Sun"
of September 29, 1948:
"Well. I add my sincere welcome to the new-comers and a
glad hand to the old-timers.
Mighty good to see the village
'buzzing' again. Happy to know
that you like the facelifting job.
Give friend Ross, Al Johnson,
and their crew a lot of credit
for it. Do your best to keep the
lawns in good condition. Hard
to do it, I know, in this dry
weather. As to the inside work,
don't do painting, etc., unless
you see me first. We really
have good reason for making
this request. Yes we do."
Keeps Count
"The Sun" also announces arrivals of the stork, and keeps count
of the younger set of the village.
It also includes helpful hints and
reminders to the householders as
witnessed by:
(Continued on page six)

42.
44.
46.
48.
49.
51.
52.
53.
55.
56.
37.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

20.
22.
28.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Direct
Paragram
Duchy of Italy
A low rectangular pedestal
Tibetian gazelle
Simple song
Mail

34.
36.

Brazilian coin
Discoverer of Hawaii

59.

A short stalk supporting one
flower .only
A country
Pertaining to digestion
Ayeaye
Mingle
Short
Confused sound
Confined
A small piece (Scot.)
Length of cloth
(answer next week)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Born (Fr.)
Dash
Toastmaster (abbr.)
British Columbia (abbr.)
Afford
Number
Bill of anchor
Soak flax
Food from the Tara root
Daunt
Portugese coin
Caper
Numbers (Biblical; abbr.)
Overlook
Japanese Bay
Famale worshipper (Gk.)
Fairy
Surpass
Down
Winged boots
Usuance
Iterate
Sodium chloride
Depressions
Vessel
Parlour game
Aid
Canonical law book
Illustration (abbr.)
Confederate

40.
43.
45.
47.
48.
50.
52.
54.
58.

THEATRES
EMPIRE
Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.

AUBURN
Thurs., Fri. Sat - Jan. 20, 21, 22
"MOONRISE"
- starring D. Clark - G. Russell

"The Paleface"

FRI. - SAT. ONLY

that there are several other significant problems which call for Sun., Mon., Tues. - Jan. 23, 24, 25
similar genuine and continued interest on the part of students
DENNIS MORGAN
and faculty and administration, as well as the Council.
I regret that so frequently that interest is absent.
Bill Stringfellow, President,
Bates College Student Council.

By Phill Gordon

second and very

ini

is that many like myself h '**
procrastinating on the s-^* S]
exams are getting too c\0^lM
tinue to put off. Sa-.'N
proudly holds the record"? ^
-ifor^l
the highest scholasticc t
record t»group on or off camPus »,
seems to be allied with
good marks; it is the wj""
give the added incentive t0 ?
NEWS: The Sampsc,
'
took top honors over John g *|
in basketball Friday" njgh,, ^
We'll give the credit for th, "M
to those very enthui;iast;cVl0,*)l
who have never failed to ........
• *^"
boys on.
Plenty Of Room For More
To those of you who have
tunately not yet taken th? I
STEP
I under.cun,] th,t
is still available spa.e f0r tha '
gal or beau in the ar.artn,ents
the Carnival Weekend. Mak *
rangements early; beds and cotj ^1
limited, but what th-.re
th
are > \
welcome to use. N
btt
needed either.
Recuperations
•I am happy to report that Dotfj
Webber is now back on the j
list after a rather prolonged i]
Larry Cannon, however, is sta
der the supervision of the -i
Hope he is better soon. The gi
has been visiting the apartaj
this weekend, but the doctor
I
it is limited to a twenty-four
sickness, thus, we'll be ready
classes Monday.

The social section of the village
has been at an all time low - - several very good reasons: recent illnesses have kept many in bed or
confined to quarters; measles, colds
No late births - - - but keep
and post-Christmas fatigue account ed, 'cause the future looks
for most of the "medicos" calls. The promising |

PeU'd Pe>M4a6t.
Things are looking up - - - and
down - - - a few new events have
been going on as an entree to finnals ....
Noticed everyone going around
with the haggard look on their faces
- - - looks as if the profs are trying to get in their last knocks before exams - - - and some of those
tests have been doozies
A bottleneck hit Cultural Heritage with
the three-ring theory
Had an innovation last Saturday
night with the all-college roller
skate - - - which was by the way a
smashing success
there's many
a slip - - - so it goes - - - No
broken bones seemed to be in evidence, but many a big bruiser ricocheted past - - - hope all the kids
who've been yelling for something
new around here were in evidence.
Found a few more people planning on taking the big step - - Among the engaged are Dave Whiting, Caroline Buschmann with Jean
Johnson among those pinned - - all three of them to people back
home or at other colleges - - - our
best wishes to them - - Poor Barbie Cottle is quite sure
she's on some sucker list because
she has hit the record for receiving mail in Rand
and all is free
samples inviting her to buy more
so nice to have people looking
out for your welfare - - - she's planning to set up a concession in the
dining room to get rid of the stuff.
The old order wisheth to returneth - - - it seems that the Tuesday
Morning Breakfast Club has been
replaced by uew members who have
taken the favorite end position in
the Hobby Shoppe, and the old
members are a bit disgruntled - - the kids in Hathorn at 7:40 get to
the Hobby Shoppe before those

from Libbey and grab the
the ledge where the coffee is. fa
ing the rest to retire to the sta
They say Janie Waters has I
appointed to the fashion board i
the Bates Company and will
New York in the spring - - - Thi
it's pretty nice - - - we certaU
arc becoming fashion-minded - ■
Poor Ernie DiMaria discove
the true meaning of cross-veri
tion last week - - - heard that j
was leaving the gym in a bie
and turned round to find,his
let hanging on the door knob •■
(Ed. note — the wallet was ini
pants pocket - - - nuff said)
What?
Since a few girls received indi
cameras for Christmas, many
their friends are saving up for bla
mail money - - - ah, yes - - you see it, now you don't - - Traffic in Parker's front door!
box has been very heavy of late ■
even heard of one couple whe cd
mence procedure after breaktq
- - - much to the chagrin of
girls going in and out
A couple of our patients have i
turned to campus
Jan Woodn
from appendicitis and Ch:ck
Gene from the measles - - Coed dining was the rule
Sunday, and several of us tholj
would be nice if we could have I
more often so we could get used^
it and enjoy the meal a little

274 MAIN STREET

Jan. 19, 20, 21, 22
and spending of Council money is of the utmost importance, BOB HOPE - JANE RUSSELL
and while I think that the Council's policy on authorizing ex- in penditures is now clearer and more substantial, I feel strongly

News From Sampsonville

NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME AND SPORT

have taken in this gown business. And while proper handling

■

JANUARY

1 have taken some length to present a complete and, I trust,
accurate report, through the STUDENT, to all who may be
interested in this matter. The Council's action on Christmas

I

STUDENT,

Alice Weber, Dave Merrill
Plan "Basin Street" Carnival

11. The possibility of selling the Council's title to the gowns
to the College was also considered and rejected by the
Council.

I

BATES

5 Big Acts Vaudeville
Sun. - Mon. - Tuet. - Wed.
Jan. 23, 24, 25, 26
"He Walked By Night"
- starring R. Basehart • S. Brady

DOROTHY MALONE
DON DEFORE
- in "One Sunday Afternoon"

BATES
HOTEL
DANCING NIGHTLY
8-12

LEWISTON, MAINE
PHONE 3-0431
Romeo E. Thibodeau - Alfred J. Thibodeau -

Alto Patterns by Towk

STRAND

tional,

Wed. and Thurs. - Jan. 19-20
"Four Faces West" - McCrae-Dee
"Stork Bites Man" - All Star Cast
Fri. and Sat. - Jan. 21-22
"Maneaters of Kumaon"
Wendell Corey-Sabu
Hopalong Cassidy in
"False Paradise"
Sun., Mon., Tues. - Jan. 23, 24, 25
"They Drive By Night"
George Raft-Ann Sheridan
"Ladies of the Chorus"

Fo«- INSTANT

Taxi Service

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
4

Registered

Pharmacists

WE ALSO CATER TO LARGE
SOCIAL MEETINGS

MAIN ST. at BATES ST.

Tel. 4-6459

Tel. 3-0031

ELM HOTEL
LOUNGE

Gorham,

In,e

Reed * *"*"]

Lunt ft Wallace at $24.50 V^« •*]
ting (tax included).

Expert Watch Repairing

Call
NOW

4-4066
Radio Cabe
Bus Service

R. W. CLARK CO.
DRUGS

A place setting c0Sls_
little as. $24.50 including 20* F<1
Edrick J. Thibodeau era! Tax.

J. C. HIGGINGS
SPORTING GOODS
Our Stock of Skates, Skis and
Winter Sports Equipment
Now Complete
Phone 4-4041

UNDER

Orchestra
Every Night

Barnstone-Ospd C{
JEWELERS - SILVERSMH
50 Lisbon Street
Tel
Lewiston, Maine

GEORGE ROSS

PLAZA GRILL

ICE CREAM

AT THE SIGN OF
THE LOBSTER

Reopened - Remodeled
Parlor Open Daily
10 A. M. to 10 P. M.
Banana Splits - Sundaes
56 Elm St.

SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston

NEW

MANAGEMENT

Tel. 2-0885

Lewiston

for
FINE FOODS
177 Main St.

Lewiston

55
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Band Agree
fjbitiate Coed Dining
MJIO»S,
What

Long-Awaited Eclipse
Ends In Cloudy Finish

The coeds may eat at the
Yes, and the eds will
glorious opportunity

to

"^inRand Hall. This is not just
r;

nnn<>

definite plans for a mixed
experiment are now being

Spectacular Blaze Razes
College Gym, Dawn

pitMembers {rom both sides of camhave been working together on
. „,cr«sted coeducational feathis 5U»*
Since the Commons men votturefavor of it about a week ago,
(din
Rind Hall head waitress, Presiof Student Government, and
^ chairman of the Dining Hall
have been cooperating
Commit"'0
_-ith Commons head-waiter to desuch:i matters as dates and
"he manner of choosing those who
II txchange places. The commithas decided that Sunday noon
tee
st convenient time for
is the m0
commons, since on week
mixed
women have dinner at
days the
and tbe men, at noon. The
3'
for the first trial of this plan
date
w not absolutely fixed, but it will
probably be May 6. Present arrangement- indicate that the juniors and half of the sophomore men
,n(] women will 'be the first to enjov the onusual privilege of dining
at places often heard of, but seldom frequented.
March, 1928

June 8, 1925
Fire
early Tuesday
morning
completely destroyed the college
gymnasium, one of the oldest of
college buildings. A telephone message was immediately sent to the
fire department. Chief Fortin ordered an alarm sounded upon his arrival. As soon as the news spread,
there was a general exodus of men

loss, as did Coach Thompson and
several students.
The cause of the fire is problematical. Since it started in the front
of the building, credence is given
to the suggestion that it may have
started from the gas heater. Other
possibilities are defective wiring,
spontaneous combustion, a carelessly tossed cigarette.

Robinson Players Began
As An English 4A Trial

The third act curtain of the third
night's performance just closed, the
audience has showed their appreciation by an enthusiastic round of
applause and everyone in the cast
and the back stage crew gather on
stage, probably exhausted.
Another play was created, three
evenings
of performance, and the
The non-smoker who does not care to keep his clothes in a
make-up comes off for the last
chronic state of odoriferousness, resembling that of a secondhand rag shop, is not bound by any laws of nature or society
to dodge around and keep clear of the constant smoker, if he
would keep himself neat; he has a right to expect that the
smoker will not impose himself upon him. 1884.

plays in Little Theatre was greeted by a most enthuisastic audience.
May 7, 1930
They have completed their seventh
and most successful season since
Bates was among the first of the
colleges in New England to take
up the Little Theatre movement
which has had a significant effect
on the art of the country. May 1938.

"One phrase every new student should take as his motto for
his college life. We hear it on the football field when the players move with too little energy. "Dig in!"' "Dig in!" when you
are met by any discouragement. "Dig in!" while you're in the
great game of college life, which has for its goal the broader
life and grander opportunities! Do not be a mere spectator of
the game, or a listless player, do not confine yourself only to
getting from the college what it has to give you, do not be a
mere parasite, feeding upon the endeavors of others; but give
more than you get. Give to the college of your energy and
your talent, join its associations, take a live part in its activities! "Dig in!"
1911

Picture taken at height of blaze shows gym completely destroyed. Bates
incurs a loss of $30,000. Cause is "problematical".

The boys report that it is rather
lonesome around Parker Hall just
now.
and women from the various dormWanted—Someone to represent itories.
"Monie" Hartshorne was one of
the Junior Class at prayers. We
the
first on the scene of action.
feel that we need them at this very
When he arrived the fire had spread
moment. 1883.
completely across the front of the
Some adventurous spirit has suc- building and was sweeping rapidly
ceeded in breaking a path across the backward. The flames rose to great
ampus. 1883.
heights, radiating intense heat, and
showering sparks for a considerable
The boys have all taken to drinkdistance.
ing Auburn mineral spring water.
A chemical combination, followed
1 It seems to have hilarious effect.
'by Chief Fortin, responded to the
1883.
telephone summons. Several lines of
Eighteen ladies in college—eight hose were quickly laid, but the fire
in the freshmen class.
was beyond control. On the arrival
of more apparatus, a water screen
Mineral spring water and pea- was effectively laid on tne rear of
ces arc very popular among the Hathorn Hall, where the heat was
boys. 1883.
so great that one could not approach the windows.
Horse Car Service
The building itself was estimated
The horse cars run everjf half by Mr. Rowe as being worth about
hour, connecting on the corner of
$30,000 although it was insured for
Lisbon and Main Streets, for Mounonly $6,000. It also contained much
tain Avenue, City Hall, and Auequipment of value, although, forburn. 1883.
tunately, most of the athletic equipSilence broods over Parker Hall ment was stored elsewhere. Coach
and the rats are the only worship- Cutts lost all his records, correpers" at the shrines of its Penates. spondence, and personal effects.
Coach Wiggin also suffered some
1883.
Wouldn't one of those electric
lights look well upon the campus.
1884.

We suppose every young man has, at some time in his life,
to decide for himself the question whether or not he will adopt
the use of tobacco. The habitual tobacco-user becomes so accustomed to and saturated with the nicotine, that he is almost
entirely unconscious of its effects upon other systems. All
smokers have to go through a severe attack, of nausea before
the poison becomes so infused into their system that they can
enjoy it; and by many who do not smoke, the same sensation
is always experienced when obliged to be surrounded with the
fumes of tobacco. But besides this, if a man does not want to
smoke, or be smoked, he has an inborn and indisputable right
to his liking; and this right smokers are bound to respect.

JUST DIG IN

.PersonalsHalf hour prayer meetings have
been held daily in the several rooms
of Parker Hall this term. 1873

DISINTERESTED DICTUMS

President Gray in a statement
Tuesday morning expressed great
satisfaction at the efficient manner
in which the local fire department
handled the situation. Fortunately,
the wind was such that the danger
of the fire spreading to other buildings was not very great. Incidentally, the destruction of the gymnasium reduces the fire hazard by just
so much.
Mayor Wiseman of Lewiston has
very kindly offered the college the
use of the gymnasium at the
armory.
Editorial Entitled
"Poor Old Gym"
We are told that everyone (even
the girls) has something of the
small boy in him. When East and
West Parker turned out en masse,
the other night, when some of the
co-eds ventured beyond the portals
of Rand, in order to obtain a closer
view, and automobilists hied themselves to the campus, we received
further justification for this statement. All in all, the fire did present
a glorious and enchanting spectacle,
although we were all content that
it did no further damage.

/. B. Feud Culminates In Riot
At Cheney House 'Card Party'

The students have voted down
the motion to have an electric light
A feud of long standing between
upon the campus. 1884.
certain inmates of J.B. culminated
in a near riot at a card party held
Club swinging is becoming popu- last week at Cheney House.
It
■« with the inmates of Parker seems that members of opposing
Hall. 1886.
factions were present at the same
party, a terrible "faux pas" on the
Hathorn Hall looked on in wonSophi Watch Bird*
part of the hostesses. Just what
der, the other evening, to see the
The Sophomores go out to look caused the ill-feeling to flair-up is
Sophomores gathering upon the
'or birds nearly every morning at not known, but a woman was probcampus.
Hurried whispering and
5:30. One member of the class has ably the cause.
quick
orders
told of some deeplyseen over thirty species this term.
The contestants began by hurl1889.
laid
plot.
Soon
the conspirators
ing pillows. As these did not do
enough damage, nor make enough formed into a solid column and
The good old custom of hanging noise,
chairs
were
substituted. marched to College Street. There
May-baskets has been revived, we When the truculent participants had they were joined by two stalwart
hear. 1895.
become thoroughly excited in their youths who bore upon their shoulefforts to triturate each other, a
!t is understood that steam heat move was made to substitute the ders a bunch of bananas so large
«U be put into the Science Hall card-tables for the chairs as mis- that it suggested the same task pere'ore another winter, thus greatly siles. Unfortunately, the tables were formed by Caleband Joslvia. The
*w»g to the comfort and useful- not the private property of the girls procession then passed down Col"" o{ th«= building. I, is an im_
lege Street, across Frye down Main
and were ruled out.
Provemen, that wiu ^
until it halted before Prof. Stanton's
An attempt was made to call the
™^yaU. in spite of .J fact
home. The fruit was hung on the
'hat occas,on,l "cuts" are allowed Dean who, no doubt, would have vrranda, and, as the door-bell pealquelled the incipient riot. Fortunate^account of the rooms being cold.
ed, that quiet throng broke forth
ly the telephone had been macerinto voicferous cheering Prof. Stanated during the obfuscation caused
ton, being ill, could not respond, so,
An addition to the equipment
by the commotion, (look for the reafter a few songs, the company
of the college has recently been
mains in your shredded wheat, re- withdrew to David's Mountain and
"«de by the way of a goodly
member nothing is wasted at
—"Sleepy Lewiston woke to hear
Bates). At this time, an endeavor the Sophomores singing loud and
number of fire extinguishers.
was made to quench the lights. Had
The advisability of such a proclear." What were they doing?
this attempt succeeded, there is no Hanging a May-basket, that is all.
vision was no doubt impressed
telling what underhanded deeds
"n the minds of the faculty by
There was a delightful sequel to
might have been perpetrated.
a* approach of the Freshman
the above incident. Prof. Stanton,
M
° Sophomore declamations.
A very enjoyable evening was finding he could not possibly attend
January, 1928
1902
had by all.
to. so much fruit, invited the class
to go with him for an outing at
East Auburn grove. The invitation
was joyfully accepted, and the twin
cities knew of their glee because of
the beautifully decorated car and
made fresh every day (except Sunday) at the
fine singing. Some of the bravest
went with the tireless professor to
FIFTH AVENUE
CANDY WORKS
the fish hatchery two miles away,
seeing many birds and drinking
from the best granulated sugar.
much milk at a hospitable farmhouse. Supper (-with Bananas) was
eaten in the grove, and, after enPrice—10 to 40 cents lb.
joying a few marches in the pavilion, the happy company took the
car home, arriving about 9:30 p.m.
Accompanying Prof. Stanton to his
home, they gathered around him
Prop.
and sang some favorite hymns, closing with "God be with you till we
Ch
Chief Clerk
'ef Candy Refiner
meet
again."
May 1895
1
T. S. POTTER
M. STICKNEY

Prof. Stanton Has
1st Auburn Outing

CONSIDER THE DAY
"Twenty-four hours often seems wholly inadequate for all
the duties required but a carefully arranged system of work
will greatly aid the student in using his time to the best advantage. A day's work should be carefully considered, and each
task should be assigned its proper allowance of time and energy,
the most important matters being given first place." 1902.
MAIDEN AUNTS AND GYM WORK ....
"This term has brought many new duties and additional
tasks. Even the college curriculum is fuller by one number —
"gym work". Whenever this subject is brought up among the
£irls there is immediately a strange mingling of delighted
"Ohs" and disgusted groans. The origin of the former can easily
be traced to what our maiden aunts would call 'tomboys'. But
the sources of the latter are harder of classification."
1902.

Bates Debaters Superiority Proved
In 75 Tears Of Forensic Battles
Ever since the founding of Bates
College, debating has had an important place in the life and tradition of the school. One reason for
this is the long continued superiority of the Bates debaters when placed in competition with those of
other schools and colleges. But this
superiority had to have original interest to get it started, and during
the period when an intercollegiate
debate was an unusual event to be
looked forward to for months in advance, the two literary societies,
long since deceased, had, as a major part of their program, debates
and discussion. The classes, also, at
that time participated in the class
debates that are still part of the college life.
Some of the major developments
of debating have included institution of a series of debates with
Harvard, which was quite a audacious step when Bates was as small
and new as she was. As the years
went on, the debaters, here, agitated
for the organization of an intercollegiate debating series, preferably
among the four Maine colleges, but,
as relations were strained for many
years, the series was slow in getting organized.
The next major development in
the field was the beginning of a
series of international debates. This
series, too, has lasted over a period
of more than 40 years, and its highest point came in 1928 when Bates
sent a team of debaters around the
world. The most recent developments of debating have been the
establishment of the debate clinics
for the Maine secondary schools,
and just this year, the introduction
of the use of record debates.
The following paragraphs recount
some of the memorable forensic
battles.
The Greatest Victory
If ever the good Bates yell rung
out with the true college spirit behind it, and real college enthusiasm

in it, it was in Faneuil Hall on the
night of April 23 when it was announced that Bates had won the
first championship of the New England
Intercollegiate
Debating
League by defeating Boston University. The question discussed was
"Should Imigration Be Further Restricted?", BU holding the affirmative and Bates the negative.
On the announcement that the
laurel wreath went to Bates, her
suporters went wild with delight
anr practically owned Faneuil Hall
for the next hour. At home the news
was received with wild rejoicing,
young men and young ladies, too,
turning out to follow the band and
to tell to Lewiston and Auburn that
Bates had won the greatest victory
in her history. On the return, the
campus rang with songs and yells
till long past the hour of midnight
May 1896
Forcible, Keen, And Magnetic
For weeks the college had been
loking forward to the great event;
Bates was to face Harvard for the
first time in her life on the debating
platform. The guage had been
thrown down and accepted; we had
not flinched before Harvard and
Yale on the football field and Bates
shut her teeth together and set
vigorously to work.
A lively interest in the debate had
been aroused in the Bates world.
The City Hall was virtually packed.
It was the largest audience that had
ever gathered at a Bates College
function. The question was "That
the US should adopt a system of
shipping subsidies", Bates defending the affirmative.
In years hence, the names of
these three men — Hunnewell.
the forcible, Childs, the keen,
and Beedy, the magnetic —
shall be gratefully remembered
as those of the first team that
beat Harvard.
March, 1902

Caleb I. Jacobs
BERDASHER
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FANCY LOUNGING APPAREL
TIES
SWEATERS
and a full line of
ARROW COLLARS

Scientists have for a long time
been planning a big display of the
eclipse to be shown in the eastern
sky. The day set for the big show
was Saturday, Jan. 24; the hour between 8 and 8:15. The idea of an
eclipse is for Miss Luna to rush
between Old Sol and Mother Earth
at the rate of some thousands of
miles an hour without getting pulled for speeding.
The big show Started as per
schedule a little after eight Saturday morning. Owing to an error^on
the part of the angels, the curtain
was not drawn in time, so they
could not see the beginning of the
first act. Most students are of the
opinion that the cloud did a better
job than the moon did. They could,
however, see the eclipse at its maximum when there remained only
a small crescent of the sun visible.
No stars could be seen, although
there was the general appearance
of night. Brooks Quimby, a Bates
graduate and debating coach at
Deering High of Portland was the
guest of some of the freshmen on
the top floor of the Monastery, and
viewed the eclipse through the
crystal of the family clock, smoked
for the occasion. The eclipse ended
behind another cloud. The only casualties reported was a window
slammed on the head of one of the
monks.
January, 1925

~ Personals Terms Become Semesters
Next year, instead of three terms,
the college year will be divided into
Robert Hobbs, Floyd Smiley, Viviene Sikora Gilroy, and Paul Cox are
shown in a scene from "Twelfth Night", produced in 1946. This particular production reached a high point in the history of Shakespearean
plays given on campus, with beautiful lighting effects, lavish costumes,
and top-notch acting.

semesters. This change will necessitate a readjustment of courses in
all the departments. Instead of three
examinations there will be but two,
although tests will come more often.

time, the costumes go back in the
box, and the sets become part of
the flats stacked in a storeroom.
The end result? A culmination of a
lot of hard plugging, exacting labor,
and a feeling of have a good time
while accomplishing a worthwhile
thing.
April 21, 1922
4A Players Born
A much needed feature of college
life, hitherto neglected, is now to
become an integral part of Bates
providing the experimental project
of Professor Baird's English 4A
class. The present English 4A class
in dramatics has taken the initiative and started a dramatic movement on campus.
Thus we see that one of the most
prominent groups on campus was
started as an experiment, growing
out of an idea that something was
lacking in the way of dramatics at
Bates.
In 1922 Professor Robinson took
over the 4A players and guided
them for 43 years.
May 26, 1922
The presentation by the English
4A Players of two original one act

Prof Rob Retires

This system will save a week for
the
studies that was formerly takeu
Professor Robinson retires from
the faculty after 43 years of teach- up by examinations. The readjusted
ing. Since 1922 he has' produced curriculum will appear in the Bates
more than 40 three act plays, eight Bulletin. This will be a forecast of
Shakespearean plays, two old Engthe next catalogue. 1910.
lish comedies and 90 one act plays.
It is probable that not all of our
For twenty-three years he produced the annual Greek play given students realize the opportunity that
at Commencement. If we were to is afforded them for reading upon
judge his value to the college on religious subjects in the theological
the magnitude of the service renlibrary at Roger Williams Hall.
dered we might merely say that
every graduate of Bates in the last There are at present about 6,000
43 years has had at least some time volumes; critical, historical, bioin his college career, a course un- graphical, and expository. New
der Professor Robinson. However, books are being added constantly.
his contribution cannot be measured
This library is open every day
in this way — his glowing persoality and his ever youthful spirit from ten to twelve in the forenoon.
and wiilingness to work and coop- 1940.
erate are the integral parts of this
Bird walks once more? And
man's worth.
he who seized not this delight-

"Robinson Players"

ful opportunity to become acSince 1938 when the 4A Players
were taken over by the prest-nt director, Miss Lavinia Schaeffer, the
organization has been known as
"The Robinson Players".

quainted with the wee feathered denizens of wood and field
surely loses an important part
of his college
walks

Alarm Clock, Lost Hymnbooks
Disrupt Morning Chapel Service

Men - Lay Down
Those Evil Cards
We are glad that card-playing is
not prevalent at Bates. Such an occupation may do for gamblers and
black-legs, but for honest, intelligent young men it is not the thing.
It may do for the starved in soul
and intellect, but college students
should find some amusement better
fitted to their station than shuffling
a pack of greasy cards. "Progressive
Euchre," "Whist," and "High Low
Jack," are *H members of the same
family. Nothing connected with
them is wither tender, elevating, or
beautiful. Their tendency is, and always has been, to draw the mind
away from weightier matters, and
for young men, who expect to be,
and to do something in life, it is a
needless waste of time and energy.
We have known persons to sit
three hours so absorbed in a game
of cards that, when the game was
over and their nerves relaxed, they
would be completely exhausted. Students need some form of amusement that will rest_ rather than
weary the brain; that will relax
rather than strain up the tension of
the nerves. Cards produce an effect
the very opposite of this, and hence
cannot be a suitable amusement for
students.
It maybe argued that people of
intelligence and refinement play
cards. We answer in the words of
Holland, "The presence of culture
and genius may embellish, but can
never dignify it." They have a bad
record and cannot shake it off. They
savor of the saloon even when
shuffled by a lady's hand.

This morning students walked into chapel to discover that practically all of the hymnbooks were
missing from the pews. This occassioned no little merriment when
IProtf. Quimby, who happened to be
leading chapel that morning, replacing Prof. Chase, attempted a
responsive reading. Excitement was
increased when, in the midst of
Prof QuimJby's reading, an alarm
clock, which had been placed
somewhere near the organ pipes,
suddenly effervesced for
what
seemed an extremely long time.
During the morning, a Sophomore in company with the Secretary of the Student Council was apprehended while they were attempting to retrieve the clock which it
is understood belonged to said
Sophomore.
Later in the morning, said Sophomore claimed his property at
the Bursar's office. It was given to
him, and although no questions
were asked it is rumored that many
were thought o*.
During the day it was learned
that at a faculty gathering, the
night before, quite a large amount
of ice cream intended for faculty
consumption was stolen. Refreshments were in charge of Prof.
Quimby and Coach Thompson.

tional.

are

course. These

strictly

co-educaApril 1902

Steam Pipes Cause Poisoning
Bates men of the future hope to
have a better gymnasium here.
They may not appreciate it, however, as much as might some of us
here now. Within the last three
years there have been three cases
of blood-poisoning, due indirectly
to the unprotected steam pipes. In
the work in the gymnasium a man
comes up against a steam pipe and
is burned. From improper care infection takes place, and blood-poisoning is the result. There should
be some method of guarding the
steam pipes. 1912.
It is the general opinion about
town that our new library is be the
handsomest building in Lewiston.
Unless '03 boys look out, '03 girls
can beat them at dumb-bells. The
age of chivalry has returned. At
the station recently, two hackmen
almost came to blows for the sake
of a charmirrg Freshman young
lady. A Freshman was recently
seen crossing the campus with a
rocking-horse under his arm.
Feb., 1901
Have you been skating? Many of
the students have profited by the
excellent skating on the river.
Wouldn't it be fine if we could
have a skating-rink of our own —
say down by the gym?
1902

ft. & Sar/sA
Livery, Board and Teed Stable
Carriages furnished for
Funerals
Private Parties
all orders

a. LITTL

and
RATES STREET SHIRTS

Auburn

Maine

Young men students especially,
should leave card-playing to those
who earn a living by questionable
methods, or to those whose only occupation is killing time.
1887

Promptly

attended

Lewiston
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Maine
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To Equal States Best
As we go to press, the common
topic of conversation on the campus
is the proposed new toboggan slide.
The committee report that at a
comparatively slight expense wc
•may have, entirely on our own
grounds, as good a slide as any in
the State. The chute would begin on
the east side of the mountain, with
a precipitous flight of two hundred
feet to the base near the grand
stand, and from thence an easy
descent across the base-ball ground

Tufts Backs Elude
Loving Grasps, 75
Touch-Downs and Kick-Overs
November, 1875 — FOOTBALL
This game had never been played
scientifically at Bates, but we suppose it may now be considered as
fairly introduced. The challenge
having been received, a ball was
purchased and a most vigorous system of kicking — to say nothing of
tearing — began.
We are more firmly fixed than ever
in this belief. If there is any force
in the saying, "laugh and grow fat",
we must have gained several pounds
avoirdupois during the past three
weeks. Every man who had failed
to distinguish himself in baseball
seemed possessed with the idea that
here was an opportunity to immortalize himself and show that the
reason he was not on the first nine
was by no means because he was
not smart
The game began at 11 a. m.,
Tufts having the kick-off and Bates
the wind. After several advances
and retreats by each side, Nash of
Tufts, toward the close of the first
half-hour, by a good run gained a
" touch-down", but failed to "kick
over". In the second half-hour,
French of Tufts got the ball again
beyond the Bates goal, on what
was claimed by Bates as a foul, but
was decided by the referee as a second "touch-down" for Tufts. At the
beginning of the third half-hour
Tufts had two "touch-downs", but
had made no goal, so that unless
another ""touch-down" should he
made in this last round it would be
a draw game. (A touchdown did
not count unless, according to Rule
VI of 1875, "the ball passes over
the bar between the goal-posts".)
In the third half-hour, a new man
was brought on to the Tufts side,
in place of one who was lamed, and
being fresh he easily eluded the
affectionate grasps of the Bates
boys and gained a third "touchdown". Nash, by a place-kick, now
sent the ball fairly over the goal,
thus winning the game.

to College Street, fully one thousand feet. The chute would be built
in such a manner as to be lighted
its entire length by the electric
light. The Faculty have shown a
kindly interest in the matter. Next
issue we hope to be able to give a
full account of the festive youths
and maidens in worsted mittens and
caps.
January 1888 _
Where Oh Where?
Where is that toboggan slide that
was so enthusiastically talked of last
winter? Where is the Athletic Association that it is planning mile races
and ten-foot hops, and many an
other impossibility for an uncertain
date in the month of June next, and
has not once thought how it would
provide its members with invigorating oxygen during the long winter
months? Have we all got to that
fogyish old age which forgets the
delights of childhood when we truantly skimmefl the half-frozen frog
pond, or flew down the hill at a
speed that would shame the "Flying Yankee"? Ah | those memorable
after-school hours with sled or
skates, who shall forget? There is
nothing half so invigorating as the
atmosphere of a clear winter's day.
Nothing will give a healthy person
such bounding, overflowing exubance of spirits as a litt'e vigorous
exercise in the open air of winter.
Spring and summer are now gone
with their languishing dreams and
luxuriant poetic fancies.
Now comes the weat'ier of keen
nerves and clear brains. What are
you going to do the next six
months? Shut yourself up in a little
box of a room and breathe air that
has been in that room since the college was built? Are you going to
shiver over the stove blinking at
the chilly whiteness without, casting
shuddering glances up at the mountain thinking how cokl and bleak it
must he up there, and wondering if
warm weather will ever come?
With such facilities as we have for
the construction of a toboggan
slide, why say that nothing could
be added to our premises furnishing so delightful, so healthy a relaxation from study as this.
October 1888

The all-important feature of college life now before the student is
football. Other i interests for the
present are subordinate and it is
right that they should be. The interest, the spirit, the hopes and all
that is best are directed toward the
gridiron and the garnet-stockinged
veterans who are making Bates'
record this season.
1904
* * »
April, 1874 —There is great rejoicing over the fact that the "college
gymnasium is to be fitted up soon.
It is to be hoped that the good work
will not stop until sonic new balls
are placed in the bowling alley.
* » *
April, 1892—The Athletic Association, assisted by the young ladies of the college, gave a very enjoyable reception in the gymnasium,
Friday evening, March 25th. A feature of the evening was a dumb-bell
drill, and a pretty exhibition of
fancy marching by the young ladies.
* * •
Playing a brilliant game of hocpion of the YMCA"Student's Conference. Four teams played for the
championship.
Bates,
Hebron,
Kent's Hill, and Bangor YMCA.
1911
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Plan Toboggan Slide Sports Briefs
Bates sympathizers, alumni and
undergraduates can well look with
pride at Bates' success with the pigskin. Her standing among the
Maine colleges is a monument to
her past and future victories. Beginning in 1889 Bates played her
first game and was defeated by
Bowdoin. For the next three years
she had no team. In '93-'94 she was
twice defeated by Bowdoin. In 1895
football began to be recognized at
Bates and from that time she came
fast to the front. In all she has
played 83 games, winning 47, losing
31, and having 5 ties. Games have
been played with all the big colleges and universities, including
Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth, and
Amherst.
In the Maine series Bates has
won ten games from the U. of M.
and lost four with two tie games.
From Colby she has won five, lost
three and tied one. We have lost
nine to Bowdoin and won five.
1906

BATES

Sports Briefs Gentler Sex Virtu6s
A totem for Bates was the keynote of the Varsity club meeting at
Chase Hall last Monday evening.
The project was launched by Clarence Archibald '25T captain of the
Garnet track team, who very aptly
discussed the necessity of every college having a totem.
The totem which Mr. Archibald
suggested is the "Bob-cat". His arguments were that the Bates teams,
because of their fighting spirit in
spite of their comparatively small
size, are typical of that ferocious
animal. Though other totems were
suggested and discussed freely at
the meeting, the members of the
club were unanimous in their endorsement of the Bob-cat. . 1924

» »

•

Inspire Bates Men ??
December, 1885
It has been long since the muchmooted question of co-education has
,bcen mentioned at any length in the
columns of the STUDENT, . . . presumably because it was long ago exhausted, .... and we should certainly hesitate to revert to the subject now for any other purpose than
to note a few of the pleasing realities that our observation during
three years had taught us to recognize as changes. Notwithstanding the fact that "the doors of Bates
were open to ladies from the beginning we believe the way of those
who first entered them was that of
the transgressor. Certainly the men
of earlier classes could not have
fceen positively discourteous but student opinion was against the system
and the bravery of the young ladies
who were first willing to run the
gauntlet
of
student
prejudice
and avail themselves of the opportunities presented here, challenges
our admiration

ed by the advent of a g00(,
ber of the gentler sex. Ti. •
fulness has been —
•
•>.marked
work of the YMCA.
They ,
too, no inconsiderable fact •
taining an interest in the .'° lthe literary societies. Co-ed'0^.1*
may not be everywhere an
^
blessing, but we think """'^ I
demonstrated its eminent Dr ^
to exist here, by showino
•hat;
an advantage attended by no V'*
to any party concerned. «•-**
:":■

Team Weighs Too
Little-Loses Game

It has been suggested, in connecA Lamentable Showing
tion with the totem project, that a
permanent memorial in the form of
October, 1895—The first
a bob-cat, would be an attractive
game of the season yas p,a
>'ed *&
feature. Those who back the moveDartmouth, Saturday, October l*
ment propose that a bronze statue
at Hanover. It was wet and dL
in the form of a life-size bob-cat
pery,
rain
falling
coming
should be mounted on a rough
throughout the game. Two hji '
boulder and placed in the plot of
one of 20 and the other of 10 rograss directly in front of Hathor:i
We remember the warmth with
utes, were played, the Rame res,^
Hall, where the two paths conwhich, later, in the early part of our
Gene Zelch, Sports Editor; Midge Harthan, Feature Editor; Sue Mc- verge.
ing in a score of Dartmouth \
1924
course the point of the right of
Bride, Editor-in-Chief; Bob Foster, News Editor; Dick Nair, Make-Up
Bates 0. It is lamentable that flu
ladies to secure a higher education
Bates
defeated
Hebron
SeptemEditor; Dick Michaels, Managing Editor; and Lindy Lindquist, News
team didn't make a better sho*in,
Editor, combine the materal from the varous departments for the initial ber 28, on the Maine State Fair at Bates was contested That point,
but there was some excuse for j.
gathering of the weekly news.
Grounds, twenty to nothing. The however, had long before been setweakness.
Dartmouth has a vtrt
game was one-sided. Bates scored tled by those who had the power *o
strong
team
and her iine is y^ j
two touchdowns during each half. settle it, namely the founders of the
heavy, while the Bate? team
college.
Earlier
classes
fought
Hebron used straight line plunges
aged only 157 pounds. (This sa» I
for their gains. Bates made many against the idea, while later classes
have yielded to the inevitable, and year, however, Bates won her otln,
pretty end runs.
1904
within the last two years, far less four scheduled games, defeat*
has been said against co-education Phillips Academy Maine Slate ColThis insert page has concerned itself primarily with all the
lege Colby and Bowdoin.)
than formerly.
supposedly major changes that have taken place at Bates over
Playing a brilliant game of hocthe past seventy-five years of STUDENT history. But that's not key Bates flashed through to an- Co-eds—A Healthful Stimulus
November, 1906—For the secwj I
all the story, not by a long shot! There are many of the an- other hockey championship by deyear in succession Bates scored or
What reason could ever by adduccient ways that still prevail at this ivy-covered institution, feating the hard fighting Colby sexHarvard in the annual game r* |
some even that demand immediate student action. It seems tette. The game was played under ed for opposition to it? No valid
tween the two colleges on Soldiers I
in order, therefore, that the glorious revolution that is so well the severe handicap of a very poor reason. s Some flimsy arguments
Field, establishing a record for
portrayed in these two pages be a little splattered by the hard lighting system. One cage had no were, still occasionally are advancsmall colleges, says the Globe.
facts of campus issues in favor of the view that times haven't light behind it at all while the ed, but the actual reason was that
(Score of game not given.)
changed so much after all.
light behind the other cage was some of the young ladies were superior in scholarship, and held the
October, 1908 — On Saturday.
For the sake of argument, the chapel seems a good place hidden behind decorations.
leading positions in their classes. Sept. 19, "Bates won from Fost Mcto start. Although it is quite true that chapel has changed
Next Wednesday afternoon Bates We do not doubt the assertion that
from a six-day a week compulsory program, the feelings of
Kinley 34-0. The soldiers had a I
closes its hockey season when Bow- some young ladies have been the
the student-body toward this institution has wandered not a
much heavier team, but stood nol
doin is played on the Brunswick recipients of honors which were un
whit in seventy-five years — one continuous complaint. The
chance against the fast open playsl
rink. Whether the Garnet wins or justly conferred upon them; but we
STUDENT complained back in 1876, "We have heard several
that Bates used.
Bates used tbel
drops the contest it will not affect believe the same is true of certain
complaints about colds caught during prayers. Since attend-,
the standing or the State Cham- young men whom we have known. game to try out a number of tin!
ance in chapel is compulsory, it seems to us that we either
men. Twenty-one men were given I
pionship. But Bates wants to win.
ought to have a fire or a cut on such occasions." And again
Again we believe the moral tone chance.
in 1880 came the cry, "Why cannot we be allowed a certain
1924
of the institution has been elevatNot So Brutal
numbers of cuts from prayers and chapel?" In 1887 the newsDEPOT FOR ALL DEPARTMENTS
June, 1892—It may be relevant!
paper made the cogent complaint that the chapel seats were
to speak of athletics for the fall
simply too hard to sit on continuously. Sixty-one years have
term. The old prejudice against]
passed; there's a new chapel, but the seats?
football as being a brutal sport, A
The next major topic of discussion arose shortly after the
fast dying out. It has become evi-1
opening of the Commons in John Bertram. This poor, maligned
den^that it is not brute strengtil
institution suffered practically continuously from wailing
alone, although that is an imporantl
males. Back in 1916, the student council appointed a committee
facor, but rather science which
to study the Commons "problem". The results were as follows:
needed to be successful in football I
1. potatoes improperly cooked
as well as in baseball and other |
baked potatoes unsatisfactory
sports.
mashed potatoes lumpy and watery

75 Tears Of Revolutionary Changes;
Facts Show It Ain't Necessarily So'

2.
3.

roasts served cold
cocoa is thick and accompanied by a peculiar
unpleasant odor
4. no cream for cereals
5. Sunday night suppers unsatisfactory
Subsequent issues of the paper carefully avoid any mention or
the results obtained by the committee's report, but rather they
seem to have taken a complete reversal of heart, for there are
continuous remonstrances to the student-body for complaining
about cement eggs, powdered lead coffee, etc. Here Bates has
Art Hutchinson and Bob Wade at the printer's, read the galley proofs
Our Baseball Men Mean Business
arrived after thirty-two years, still with Sunday supper et al.
for errors and attempt to write headlines that fit
June, 1874 — The fir.sr nine ha.Yes, the little things have changed, like whole classes being
just procured some extremenly neai
suspended for misuse of bowling balls. It's true that classes
uniforms. Evidenti.v out baseball
have been shortened, vacations lengthened, cut systems inaugmen mean business.
urated, and facilities enlarged, but the big things go on unchanged, steadily and inexorably as death. Take for example
The President is entitled to the
the case in 1884 when the editors began their fight for a teleheartiest thanks of the Association
We confidently expect this year's
ty of Providence, R. I., has beer,
phone for the STUDENT office. Sixty-five years have passed
for the prompt manner in which he Indoor Meet. March 21, will be th(
vritten concering a cross-coutnry
and still no phone. Since 1884 has come the cry against the
has met the request for a baseball best in year*. Mr. Cady is giving
run between Brown, Bowdoin, the
ground. Good judges pronounce it particular attention to special clas: University of Maine, and Bates: high price of text books. In 1892 the students were exclaiming
against professors keeping them after the bell.
one of the best in the state.
work in tumbling, on the parallel-; Holy Cross has expressed a desire
Yet what greater thing has remained to harass students than
October, 1874—A game of base- and the horizontal bar. Wrestling for a dual meet with Bates this
ball was played on the 13th, be- and sparring — sometimes present- spring; and Trinity College of Hart- examinations? Certainly examinations were a change since they
tween the Androscoggins of this ed in a harmless form — will not ford, Conn., has also been written were instituted sixteen years after Bates started, but what kind
of a change can exams be called? In the years since their incity and a mixed college nine. The be indulged in this year. The whole concerning a dual meet.
1912
ception these things have come up for much comment. Early
* * *
score stood 11 to 3 in favor of the meet will be, so far as possible,
in 1900 it was demonstrated by some resourceful STUDENT
Androscoggins. We judged that the adapted to getting the track mateThe importance of gymnasium
editor that the number and variety of examinations here at
rial
developed
with
just
enough
score would have been about 8 to
training cannot be overestimated
drill work to break up the mo- and the man who goes through the Bates were becoming of such a nature that they were impair6 with fair umpiring.
ing not only the sanity of the students but also their physical
1906
Another baseball season has come notony.
term "without a "cut" against him
well-being. (Let no one misunderstand, this discussion hasn't
to a close, and the University of
pursues a wise course. The advanbeen brought up with any thought to exams which start next
Maine bears away the pennant.
tage of regular attendance may be
Good Dame Fortune has not smiled
Of late years the interest in track almost insensible at the time, yet it week.) Has the exam procedure been altered through the years
so graciously upon Bates as we athletics has been increasing. Bates Always exists, for no man for long to lighten the burden? Are Bates men and women still suffering
could wish, yet there is no reason has steadily mounted in ability and can neglect the physical for the from this impediment? No, times haven't changed much.
for disheartenment. The last two results attained. Other colleges are sake of the mental without suffergames have been especially gratify- now recognizing this. Within the ing evil effects.
1904
* * *
ing to the students of Bates, as well present management, the University
as to the team. Although the last of Maine has suggested an InterThere are'now twenty-six men in
game was lost to Colby, it was collegiate cross-country run be- college who can wear the coveted
after a hard-fought battle of eleven tween the four Maine colleges to letter.
1909
It has been announced that Ben- upon Bates graduates for work in
innings.
1899
take place next fall; Brown Univer* * *
jamin E. Bates, in whose honor their offices, and it seems not imFor the first time in the history
WELL, IF WE PUT SPORTLIGHT HERE
our college was named, has made possible that some day they may
of the college, Bates has a wrestan additional contribution to the use Bates students in seling their
ing team, which represented the
college. On February 21, 1873, Mr. products. We would like to imagine
college at the third New England
Bates made payable to the college that the Bates Manufacturing ComIntercollegiate Wrestling Tourney
the sum of $100,000, to be matched pany might have a student board
held at Harvard Saturday, March
4. Teams representing Harvard, by a like figure in five years time. to select the best Bates cloth-deYale, MIT, Springfield Training
This most recent contribution by signs, and that some Bates College
School, Brown, Tufts, and Bates Mr. Bates follows his two earlier student might be selected to the
took part all except Bates sending donations of $75,000 in 1868 and board. Perhaps even this student
the full uota of seven men.
$25,000 to the Maine-State Semi- will go to New York to serve on
"Soldier" Adam, '19, varsity foot- nary in 1862.
this board. Getting completely into
ball man, proved a dark horse in
the realms of fantasy, it would be
Benjamin Bates, Esq., is well
the 175 pound class, winning that
interesting to see if Mr. Marconi's
championship by a fall, in the final known as an industrialist in Lewis- experiment will come true. If- so,
ton. He is a director of the Bates
bout with Smith of Yale.
perhaps Bates College students will
Considering that this is our first Manufacturing Company, the Hill assist the Bates Manufacturing
wrestling team, and that the train- Manufacturing Company, and the Company in putting skits into the
ing period before the meet was Androscoggin Mills as well as of "wireless wire".
very short, we should feel proud of other enterprises in this city.
Needless to say, however, that we
the showing made at the IntercolleWe feel quite certain that this is
have begun a long and lasting
giates. The summary of points but the first link between Bates
friendship with the Bates ManufacDick Nair, Make Up Editor, and Gene Zelch, confer on the proper bal- shows that we were only one poinl
College and the Bates Manufactur turing Company, and they with us.
ance of the Sports Page. The first stage of seeing where the stories should behind Harvard and not far behind
ing Company. Perhaps in the fuMay the fruits of this initial gift
go ocean when the copy is measured for the dummy sheet.
second place.
1916
ture, the Bates industries will draw prosper to mutual advantage.

September, 1892 —The Athletic I
Association has decided not to {
a football eleven into the field this I
fall because of a lack of funds in its |
treasury.

Nifty Baseball Nine Get
Neat Uniforms In '74

Thinly - Clads Cavort Indoors;
Fights Gone From^Annual Meet

Benjamin Bates Donates First Funds;
College, Mills See Future Cooperation

Sports, Feature, and News Editors gather their material for the week's
happenings.

rr

Mix - zips", Brawls And Poor
Umpiring Stop Basketball Game
Decidedly Ungentlemanly

Bates, Bowdoin Split;
Baseball Interest High
November, 1874—Never since om
conection with the college has the J
interest in baseball been nearly as I
intense as now . . . Doubtless mud I
of this is owing to the games re-1
cently played between Bowdoin an' |
Bates (first game — Bowdoin
Bates 4; second game — Bowdoin I
4, Bates 7), but we think not al
The interest has been growit?
steadily through the year, and t» |
students have displayed a very crei |
itable alacrity in supplying the niK
with funds, and in encouraging I
them by their presence duriH
match games. Of this support ao'l
encourageemnt the nine has sho*«
itself worthy and need not blush f*
its record . . . -Hitherto, athW*
sports have received but little atte*
tion at Bates, and if we have sC
ceeded in stirring up an interest *
baseball let it by all means be pre
served.

if possible and the work done it
February, 1907—The Junior Class general dilatory and half-hearted.
team played a baskeball game with
On Washington's Birthday the
Edward Little on January 22 — a
annual Freshman-Sophomore basvery unsatisfactory game it was.
ketball game took place amid great
Both teams started to play a rough
excitement and class 'enthusiasm.
and tumble game and with a good,
Shortly after two o'clock a large
impartial referee, the game would
and excited crowd assembled in the
have been first class. But Mr.
gymnasium and armed with India-i
Moody, the Auburn coach, and, by
clubs, cornets, and tin horns filled
the way, a Dartmouth man, is certhe air with hideous
sounds.
tainly not that kind of a referee.
Promptly at two-thirty the whistle
He
showed
his
partiality
all sounded and the game was on.
through, repeatedly calling fouls on Naught eight started with a rush
the Bates team and overlooking the and at the end of five minutes had
fouls of his own team. Mattel s were scored four goals to the Freshmen's
going from bad to worse when one. It looked like a walkover, but
Fraser and Skinner got into a little naught nine steadied down and at
mix-up. Neither in particular was to the end of the first hah the score
blame. They were simply having a stood ten to seven. Schumacher's playing. Although the Freshmen
little friendly set-to. But the referee goal-throwing was the feature of excelled in the latter part of the
came down the floor like a steam the first half although every man game they were not quite »b,e '°
engine and started at Fraser with played as if life were at stake. The overcome their opponent's '<*" a
his fists. A general fight followed, second half, like the first, was fast the final score stood sixteen w °S'
terminated by the withdrawal of and ifurious, marked iby brilliant teen.
&*
the Auburn team from the floor.
THIS GOES HERE, I THINK . . .
The E.L.H.S. boys themselves were
not blamable. They played a good
fast game and were holding the
"champs" of Bates down to a
pretty low score. But the referee
proved conclusively that his place
was on the side lines. The final
score was: Class of 1908, 13; E L
H. S., 12.
February, 1907—The girls have
their basketball teams wrking harder than ever this year. The Seniors
have as yet no team but they expect to have one before the season
is over. They don't believe in overwork and are somewhat afraid they
might go "stale".
^
April 1908—The majority of the
boys the present course of gym
work presents nothing but a duty Midge Harthan, Feature Editor, and Tom Nichols, the printer, »»
which is to say the least, decidedly final stages of juggling the type of the second page so that every *
unpleasant. Attendance is shunned fits in its proper spot
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orth Challenges Off-CampusBid
[for Title In First Game Tonight

man
nirieri Mitchell's
\t;i„i,..n- •losing
_ .
man aided
cause
tossing
in
16.
first
n l half of intramural basTj>e '°
In the first game Friday night
■
n play will come to an end to'■' . North will he trying to de- South toppled North from the unLje Off-Campus in the first ■beaten ranks by downing them 69e while JB and Roger Bill tan- 60. The Northerners headed up the
"n the night-cap. As a sidelight fray until shortly before half time
F lbe coming schedule, varsity Thereafter the Rebels had full
T° ch Ed Pe,ro is hav1nS a 8r0uP command of the situation. Hal
^ocal fledgling referees officiate. Cornforth, capitalizing on tapins
and bunny shots, paced the win.rfce next 'o last week of Intra- ners with 21 points. Pen Winslow
I rtl basketball play produced a and Jack Benedlx ably assisted him
e leader in the Intramural by scoring 12 apiece. Don Russell
aefln
for the first half. Pre- of North looped 22, whhe Bill
Island'"-s
[defeated
North was Searles and Nick Valoras give him
viously
1 :o a consolation position a helping hand registering 11 each.
LroPP"
ague running by the powSampsonville won a close battle
■in the 1
f ai South team. The week's play ■with JB in the second half of the
|u« only f"ur games played.
twin bill. The winners were on top
throughout the tussle winning 40evening Roger
0n Wednesday
37. John Drsicoll led the winners
■ ... e)iecl out a close win over
:>::T
The game Was to their first victory to date by
dropping in 16 points. Bob HarFig throughout the first half with
rington rates consolation honors
LlWdlen on top at half time.
by throwing 10. High scorer for JB
Cwrer, foe hoys from RB out■was Dick Westphal who rung up
lawed Middle in the last canto to 11 tallies.
L. Buck 'inchanan paced the
As we swing into the home
Miners »i"' n P°ints- while Tony
stretch
of the first half play the
Ltondo »..- high man for the
current standings in the league is
[tame tacto* 20 points.
as follows:
In the night-cap that same night
Team
Won
Lost
Ion-Campus soundly rapped Mitch- Off-Cam pus
6
0
|eU 6Wii. Again the losers were South
5
1
3 1 ,ime
Dut the
| ahead at I' ' '
town North
5
1
/toys rallied three times as much as Mitchell
3*
3
[Mitchell in the last twenty min- Middle
2
4
iates. High scorer for the winners iRoger Bill
2
4
«as Boh Wade who threw in 20 Sampsonville
1
5
Ipoinis: with Chick Leahey giving John B§rtram
0
6*
,ble assistance racking M. Hart(•Includes disputed game.)
By

_ ,. i./:iH»
Wade and Al Dunham

Etf>e

-

Frosh Win Close
Game From NCI
What seemed to <be an easj
breather in the middle of the final
period turned out to be another
skin-of-the-teeth affair Monday afternoon, when Erv Huether's freshman flippers edged Maine Central
Institute, 59-57, in the Alumni
Gym. A 17-point frosh lead sufferers an almost complete inanition in
the closing five minutes of the
fracas, as the MCI lads came to
within a single floor goal of tying
it up before the final buzz.
However, Bates was never headed.. At the intermission the Bobkittens showed their heels to the
tune of 28-20, and at the end of the
third stanza the winners led, 47-31.
Excitement reached a peak in the
final three minutes, when Coach
Huether was forced to call his starters into action again.
Yotides of the losers swept away
top scoring honors, with 26 points.
Larry Quimby tossed in seven
goals and an equal number of gift
shots for 21 markers.

rtnound (fated**

The freshman game this afterjaoon against Kents Hill and to-

lively choose-up game. The players
who were going at it when our reporter chanced upon the scene-,Cunnane. Record, Parent, Ovian, Chalmers, Stern, Ferrick, Kennedy.
Harris, and McAuliffe.
Those

Boston

Braves who

came down here last Saturday
afternoon really put on a good
show at the baseball school. In
addition to really giving out
with hints on some of the finer
points of the game, they kept
the
session
some timely

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"

By Danny Reale

*■*

Maine Annex defeated the Huetrermen Friday night, 60-54, in a
grueling battle that gave the Brunswick onlookers a great many thrills.
The delegates from Lewiston broke
away to a 14-2 lead in the initial
quarter, but this was shaved to a
mere one-point margin by the end
of the third. A 47-47 deadlock was
the result of the regulation forty
minutes' worth, and an additional
three was needed for a decision.
Bob McVane paced the Annex quinBy Gene Zelch
tet to this belated victory. Larry
N'orni Parent is planning to un- morrow night's varsity trip to Bow- Quimby again was high man for the
\krgo surgery on his right arm doin are the last chances to see Garnettes, with 23 tallies.
Ijortly after finals. It will be re- Bates hoop teams in action before
The preceding Wednesday saw
punbtred that Norm first noticed finals. There will be a weekend of the Bates frosh win their most de: effects of a football injury on track, however, as the trosh enter- cisive battle of the current cam; throwing wing .last spring dur- tain South Portland in the cage on paign, 45-37, over Portland High.
liu hi* first workout in the cage, Friday, and the varsity does like- The fact that this game was the
I will, tin result that he missed, for wise against New Hampshire on most decisive is indicative of the
1". practical purposes, the entire Saturday.
high interest value of the Bobkittasehall season. Recently, through
tens' encounters. In only two other
Don't miss that crucial game
I-.:; efforts of Coach Ducky Pond,
contests have Huether's boys been
IXorm visited Dr. "Mai Stevens, a
tonight
in
the
intramural
involved in a decision with more
I.Vtv York- specialist. The medico
tnan a two-point margin.
league between the undefeated
|idvised immediate surgery as thv
The freshmen have racked up
Off-Campus charges .of the
■swer.
four
wins as against three losses in
Parent - Castanias
coaching
the '49 season. Today they meet
As we understand it. Dr.
combo, and the once beaten
Kents Hill in the Alumni Gym at
Stevens is a former football
boys from North.
3:30. Starting as usual will probteammate of Coach Pond's. He
York University football team,
The cold weather over the week- ably be Frank Dudley, Paul Wiland at present serves in the caend was especially welcomed by the liams, Larry Quimby, Buzz Harris,
pacity as physician for the New
group of hockey enthusiasts, whe and Fred Douglas.
John Davenport
York Giants. He is the doctor
proceeded immediately to stage a
who successfully operated on
Jce Dimaggio's arm a few years
back, when the Yankee Clipper had the same condition as
Norm has at present.

Colby Garners
Crucial Contest

interesting
clowning .

.

by
.

Earl Torgerson put on a fine
demonstration of how to play

Petromen Visit Bowdoin
Tomorrow Night For Tilt

After taking it on the chin four
By Ray Moore
consecutives times since 194/', the
Tomorrow night the Bates BobColby Mule reared up and kicked
cats will encounter the Bowdoin
the tar out of our Bobcats last Satquintet at Brunswick. This is the
By Nancy Norton-Taylor
urday night at Waterville, 68-55. I
At last we got enough snow so last game before the finals and
was the biggest score rolled up by
that we don't feel quite like morons will also conclude the second
the Waterville entry this season.
trotting around to classes in ski round of the State Series.
Bowdoin and Bates play a comIt was just one of those nights. pants, boots, etc., and skiing down
Colby could do no wrong during the Mt. David on pine needles. We pletely different style of basketfirst half, walking off the court skiers are now putting on free ball. The Polar Bears play a slow,
with a 37-18 first half bulge. That shows on Cheney front lawn, and deliberate, defensive type of ball.
was the story. The Garnet just not the least of the hazards are Petro's men play the fast-break so
could not overtake the red hot Col- the un-nervlng remarks of the bus- the game will present two styles of
by club. With Dick Michelson, not waiters on the corner. Too bad we play, each team trying to make the
an exceptional ball player, tossing in didn't get snow enough soon opponent convert to their style.
* In the first gaane this season the
sixteen points in the first half. enough to go to Poland Spring.
Colby ran up its very adequate lead.
So it's been "Lady 'Round the Garnet easly won, 54-45. However,
He sank eight out of nine shots. Lady" and "Dive for the Oyster" the Bowdoinites have developed
At one point in the second half. on two Friday nights in Rand gym, rapidly and will floor a much imBates came within eleven points of with four sets of dancers each proved team. Prentlss, the rookie
the lead, only to drop back again. time. In case you've wondered center, is just finding his eye and
We missed Scott under the boards. what the scoop is. AA is trying to has come a long way since the beDick had some tough luck and left teach you, and help you teach the ginning of the season. Smooth ballthe game with five personal fouls fellows, some of the square dances handler Pandora and Connolly will
midway through the first half. Af- that we tried to do at Sadie Haw- probably start at the forward slots
ter getting close to seventy-five per- kins, so next time something like iwlth the capable Speirs and Deane
cent of the rebfJUnds in the Trinity that comes up, you'll really be able at the guard positions.
Regardless of Bowdoin's imgame, the Petromen were lucky to to go to town. Pat Cartwright's
get forty per cent Saturday night, been in charge of the fun. Prof. provement and the fact that they
and you can't score without the Wait and Miss Rowe have helped are playing on their home court,
ball.
on calling. Dana Jones provided the Bobcats should come through
with another victory.
Despite being literally pushed much-needed refreshment.
If you managed to stay on trainaround every time he came into the
which will not soon be seen
pivot spot, playmaker Bill Simpson ing last week despite the "writagain. Whitey attempted ten
managed to rack up seventeen tens" and term papers, you'll be
shots in the initial half, all from
points, .nine of them on foul •shots. glad to hear that this is the last
behind the foul circle and netted
He, too, went out on fouls with al- week of training till after exams.
eight of them. What to do?
Start again the second week of
most eight minutes left to play.
Personal fouls hurt the local's
next
semester
on
Feb.
14.
Bates is still in the race for the
cause considerably as Scotty, "Nag"
Series crown. Colby has one more
Strong, and Willie Simpson departgame with our boys, and it's right
ed via the five foul route, the lathere in Alumni Gym. Let's stay
ter's exit coming at a time when
right with the team. A lot can happen in the next five series encounAmong the innovations at Colby the Cats were fast on the cometers.
College is a modern gymnasium. back trial.
The Colby gym at Mayflower
Apparently not satisfied with mereHill is really a beautiful arena.
ly a new gym, the Mules last SaturWith a seating capacity four
day resorted to scientific technology,
times that of die Alumni Gym,
namely radar; as least that's the way
it has a sectioned floor eight feet
it appeared from our vantage point
wider than our playing surface.
as the Colbv marksmen rippled the
This gym is soon to be convertWith the opening meet against cords with amazing deftness.
ed into a massive indoor hockey
/South Portland High School less
A., blanket, man-to-man .derink upon the completion of an
than a week away the frosh track
fense minimized the hard-driveven newer gym.
Isquad are pushing their efforts for
ing game of the Garnet. Forced
Watching the Colby Frosh whip
time, height and distance. The
to resort to lengthy shots, the
Coburn into submission b-' a handy
imeet will be held in the cage on
scoring eyes of the Red and
score, we were much impressed by
Friday afternoon, Jan. 21.
White were slow in becoming
Colby's center, Paul Aumand, a
adjusted. On the other hand,
So far the squad includes such
hook shot artist equally adept with
Colby was red-hot. Dick Michstand-outs as Nate Boone, ersteither hand. This boy has tallied
elson, normally not a great
while frosh footjhall flash, who has
a mere 70 points in his last two
threat,
had
a
night,
the
likes
of
shown a blur of legs in the dashes
outings.
and hurdles, Norm Hammer, who
places that win meets. There are
Tomorrow the Garnet ophas hit well over five feet in the
three indoor meets after this Fripose Bowdoin, as the second of
high jump and shown ability in the
day: Feb. 11 Lewiston High comes
the three rounds of State Series
600,
hurdles,
Bob
Caginello,
over to the cage for a meet at
competition is brought to a
doing well in the discus, John
®:30; Feb. 18. Deering High visits
conclusion. The hoopsters will
Small, last year's Oxford County
Bates, and March 3, the Bowdoin
now have a two and a half week
champion in the shot, Gene Harley,
and Colby freshman teams are at
layoff until February 9 when the
who, Ibefore an attack of the
Bates for a triangular meet, beginhighly regarded cagers from
measles, turned in a 4:56 mile, ning at 2:00.
Providence College invade LewJack O'Brien, a middle-distance
J. Small and J. Walden
iston.
man, and Ovian in the shot. Fred
IMan&field is working on stride;
Burke and Kimlball are working on
the hammer but will be unable to
*""
compete on Friday due to the outlawing of the hammer in Maine
FRENCH FRIES
LOBSTER
secondary schools.
FRIED CLAMS
HAMBURGERS
The squad is small and Coach
HOT SANDWICHES
LOBSTER STEW
Thompson would like to see more
freshmen out. The frosh lack depth
57 ELM STREET
11 A. M. to 1 A. If.
and it is the second and third

7U&4 <utd TUte*

Today, we swing our sportllght
onto Bob Carpenter, the sophomore
sensation of the Bates five this
■season. Playing at various positions, Bob is always a threat, especially with his deadly accurate
set shots.
Maine is a red-hot basketball
Btate, which was a very pleasing
discovery for Bob, when he was
born at Blalne, Maine, in 1930. Later he moved to Bangor and went
through high school there, earning
letters in football, basketball, and
baseball. Upon graduation In 1947,
Bob entered Bates, where he distinguished himself as one of the
outstanding freshman athletes.
Bob was the high scoring center
on last year's Bdbkittens, who enjoyed such a successful season.
Prior to basketball, he took a turn
at cross-country to get himself Into
shape. During the spring, Bob confined his activities to the diamond,
where he was the first baseman on
the freshman nine, turning out a
very commendable job.
At the present. Bob is majoring

Bob Carpenter
In Economics," and as far as tha
future goes, he has not definite
plans, but we all see a very bright
future for Bob here at Bates.
Bob Creamer

N. H. State Tracksters
Match Bates Saturday
By Art Hutchinson
Saturday, Jan. 22, the Bobcats
will open the '48 indoor track season when they oppose the University of New Hampshire in the
Bates cage at 1:30. This will be the
first test of the new season for the
thlnclads, who are still weak in
certain events but with the addition of numerous promising sophomores, have greater promise than
in recent years. New Hampshire
is likely to be the Bobcats' severest test, as the Wildcats are known
for their powerful track teams.
Members of the team have been
having daily workouts in the cage
under the supervision of Coach C.
Ray Thompson since before the
Christmas recess. However, since
these workouts are of an individual nature, it's hard to predict how
the team will shape up as a whole.
Hugh Mitchell will Ibe back again
to lead the weight men. He will get
some support from Bob Lecompte
and Bill Lynn in the shot put, nad
from Hod Record in the hammer
throw.
In the jumping events, Bates will
find itself quite weak. The Bobcats
have no pole vaulter. The high
jump will see Warren Baxter,
Hugh Mitchell, and Don Roberts,
while Hugh Mitchell, Joe Mitchell,
and Walker Heap will participate
in the broad jump.
The Bobcats will have several
men in the sprints. Heap, J. Mitchell, Keans, Mills, and Hutchinson
should get points in the 40 and 300
for Bates.
In the 440 and 600, Junker and
Evans will perform and a lot Is expected of them as both have been

looking good in practice. Hal
Moores, a smooth-running sophomore, and his hard working understudy, Cy Nearis, have both been
burning up the cinders in the 880,
and this event should prove profitable to the Garnet cause.
The distance races will be run
by a couple of veterans of tha
Bates track teams. Red Home will
again try to add another victory
in the mile run to his already impressive collection, rh the two mile
run, Joe Brown, the Lisbon Falls
stalwart, again returns to the cinder paths after a season of inactivity.
Saturday will open a new year
in Bates track history. It remains
to he seen whether it will be a successful season, or the same old
story of just not enough men.

W. A. A. Basketball
The W.A.A. basketball season is
in full swing. The frosh are really
giving the upperclasaman a rough
time. Last week the West Parker
frosh under "Butch" Deming beat
Barb Chick's juniors. The Rand
seniors beat the juniors. In Interclass games, the Parker frosh were
tied by Holly Hollingworth's "mongrel" frosh when "Robbie" Fletcher went out of the game with a
sprained ankle. Wilson sophs conquered the Cheney sophs. "Shorty"
Weber's Parker seniors beat the
'mongrel" sophs under Jo Holmes.
Plenty more games this week, so
stick by your team, or at least
come over to Rand and give them
cheering support.

OK

7& Sideline*

Frosh Trackmen Make
Indoor Start Friday

SUNRISE SANDWICH
SHOP

around first base. Pitcher Red

LEWISTON TRUST CO.

Barrett did most of the circus
play, and rookie pitcher Ray
Martin gave some helpful hints.

LEWISTON — MAINE

Fred Maguire, former second
baseman and current Boston

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

College

coach,

also

contrib-

VAUGHN MONROE has the answer in
"MY OWN TRUE LOVE"

uted,

F

°r That . . .
EVENING

SNACK

Ray's I.G.A. Store
T^ee minutes From Campus
95 ELM ST.

r

New RCA Victor Release

Our Annual
January

Here's dream-stuff that says, "Gather 'round and let's play
that again!" Smooth-singing Vaughn Monroe and his Moon
Maids make love really talk in this honey of a new recording.

7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
Phone 2-5612

MANY RADIO
JOBS OPEN!
Offer,

an

accelerated cours. In

f'bruary. March or June, 1949.

WTIOKAL ACADEMY of BROADCASTINB

Clearance Sale

Make the CAMEL 30-DAY TEST and see!
In a recent coast to coast test of hundreds of people who
smoked only Camels for 30 days—an average of one to two
packs a day—noted throat specialists, after making weekly
examinations, reported

Starts
Thursday, January 20
SAVINGS UP TO 50% ON HIGH GRADE
DESIRABLE MERCHANDISE

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE
OF THROAT IRRITATION

3338 16th St, N. W.
«^^_^ Waihington 10, D.C

ft' FLOWERS
By Wire

dhe>1b JfifO&ka.

r CAN ire
STORE

DUBE'S
fL
0WER SHOP
K?

19

205 MAIN STREET

FOR

MEN

LEWISTON

vMenef-ffl**^ (Suaiatt/*m 1 Smoke Camels «nd ten
them in your own "T-Zone." T for taste, T for throat. If, at
any time, you are not convinced that Camels are the mildest
cigarette you ever smoked, return the package with the unused
Camels and we will refund its full purchase price, plus postage.
'Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.. Winston-Salem. N. C

Vaughn Monroe talks it over with one of his
lovely Moon Maids, June Hiett. Hear them on
the Camel Caravan... Saturday nights... CBS.

5 Lisbon St

A
HEALTHY
DIET

THE NEW BOWLAWAY ALLEYS
108 MIDDLE STREET, LEWISTON

PHONE 8,356

. •

IT'S
SMART TO
BOWL

5-T
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SIX

D'Alfonso Elaborates Monday Chapel Treas. Submits Cn^
Financial i*
On Three Phases Of Life Hears Second Stu-C
to the rep,,
Disc Program liamAccording
Perham, secretary
*t

Examination Schedule, Jan. 1949 IRC
THURSDAY, JAN. 27 (cont.)

MONDAY, JAN. 24
8:00 A. M.
Astronomy 303
Economics 200
History 225
Phys. Educ. 30WM
Speech 3311 ..
2:00 P. M.

TUESDAY, FEB. 1

Physics 474
Psychology 240
FRIDAY, JAN. 28
8:00 A. M.
English 32a
Greek 111
Greek 20.1
Greek 31E
Psychology 201
Secretarial 113—4:00
(in Libbey Forum)
2:00 P. M.
Biology 221
Economics 316
History 2-13
Religion 103
Sociology 325
SATURDAY, JAN. 29
8:00 A. M.
Biology 111
Biology 215
Biology 421
Economics 302
Education 446
English 341
Geology 323
Latin 301
Philosophy 203
Physics 356
2:00 P. M.
Chemistry 301
French 101
German 311
Government 301
History 315
Latin 205
Mathematics «11
Music 203
(in 6 Libbey Forum)
Religion 314
Sociology 215
MONDAY, JAN. 31
8:00 A. M.
German 261
German 351
German 301
Hygiene 101 Men
Hygiene 101 Women
Latin 303
Nursing 200
2:00 P. M.
Chemistry 401
Cultural Heritage 301
Economics 411
English 401
Sociology 401

Chemistry Hi
Economics 321
Mathematics 100
Philosophy 303
Physics 221
TUESDAY, JAN. 25
8:00 A. M.
French 103
French 14tt
German 100.
German 201
Secretarial 21S—3.05
(in Libbey Forum)
Spanish 101
2:00 P. M.
Drawing (in 2 Hathorn)
English 251
French 131
Government 200
Physics 331
Secretarial 113—1:15
(in Libbey Forum)
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 26
8:00 A. M.
Economics 33a
English 100
"
Geology 313
History 227
Secretarial 215—2:10
(in Libbey Forum)
Sociology 381
10:15 A. M.
Speech 111
2:00 P. M.
Cultural Heritage 401
English 119
German 111
THURSDAY, JAN. 27
8:00 A. M.
Chemistry 226
History 217
Mathematics 3M
Philosophy 325
Psychology 212
Sociology 100
2:00 P. M.
Education 361
French 207
Physics 271

Conference - goers
Report To Gould Club

8:00 A. M.
English 201
French 403.
Speech 321
2:00 P. M.
Chemistry 215
Economics 225
Geology 101
History 321
Music 311
(In 6 Wbbey Forum)
Physics 100
Spanish 211
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 2
.

8:00 A. M.
Biology 21*1
Chemistry 100
Classics 245
Economics 305
Education 443
English 332
Mathematics 201
Phys. Edtic. 410M
Religion 212
2:00 P. M.
Biology 311
Economics 217*
German 412
Physics 371
Sociology 411
Spanish 103
Spanish Ml

(Continued from page one)
decision on the fact that the previous council had stated and told Mrs.
Cross in particular that no money
should be spent without consulting
the Student Council first.
No Dues Increase
The meeting was well into its
second hour when a report of the
financial condition of the Council
was presented, and on the basis of
the $270 balance that will probably
be left in June under present condi-

Philip Gordon, Jascha French, ed that the following agreements
and Mr. LeMaster, who represented had been reached:
Bates last month at the Vermont
1. That Marxist and Russia's apConference of International Rela- plications of the theory should be
tions Clubs, spoke about the confer- taught in colleges.
ence to the Gould IRC at its meet2. That there should be cultural
ing Jan. 12 in Libbey Forum.
and social interaction between the
The subject of the conference U.S. and Russia.
was: How can the U.S. and Russian
3. That as much as possible
relations be improved?
should be done to break down naGordon, the first speaker ot the tionalistic tendencies.
evening, stated that both tihe UJ3.
4. That international agencies
and Russia are jockeying for powshould be set up to support world
er and that the problem is being
government with an international
approached in the wrong way by
police force.
• >both nations. He went on to say
5.
That
a
reciprocal
trade
agreethat the UN is still in its infant
ment should be in effect.
stage and people should not lose
faith in this organization. There is Bates Had Broad Outlook
French, speaking on the general
a tremendous task ahead and it
atmosphere
that prevailed at the
can only be accomplished by the
conference, stated that of all the
cooperation of tihe people behind
the UN. Among the conclusions northeastern schools represented.
Bates seemed to have the most critreached by the conference, he statical and broad outlook.
Most of the delegates were antiRussian, some to the point of being antagonistic, French continued,
elaborating on the actual carrying
Excerpts from Bizet's "Carmen" out of different points of view. He
were presented at a meeting of stated there was a great deal of
intense interest in the final outL'Academie Francais, Jan. 11.
President
Richard
Zakarian come of the conference. Rounding
opened the business meeting. The out his talk, French emphasized
possibility of sending packages to the importance of these confera child in France was discussed. ences and that there should be
Claire Lapbam was placed in more of them to be really beneficial.
charge of the arrangements.
Mr. LeMaster, faculty delegate
Prof. Seward suggested having a
Thorncrag cabin party early in the to the conference, told the club it
spring.
The idea met with ap- could be proud of its representaproval. The meeting closed with tives. They took an active Interest
in all the proceedings and helped
the singing of "La Marseillaise".
persuade many other delegates to
that was undesignated.
a more liberal outlook on Russia.

French Club Hears
'Carmen' Selections

THURSDAY, FEB. 3
8:00 A. M.
Biology 411
Chemistry 321
Chemistry 421
Economics 301
Geology 421
Government 201
Latin 107
Music 101
(in 6 Libbey Forum)
Philosophy 356
2:00 P. M.
English 211
English 231
French 331
Government 319
History 105
Mathematics 101
Mathematics 415
Psychology 311

tions, it was unanimously voted b>

Student Council

C M

ally held, but no action was taken.
the group not to ask for the propos- Campus Chest Funds.
ed increase in Student Council
The apportionment of funds in
dues. Since $200 must be sp'ent anthe Campus Chest was then enternually to continue the college's
membership in the National Student ed for discussion in the sleepy-eyed
tnd exam-ridden group and passed
Association, the question was raised
by ontr senior member of the Coun- ■ver with greater expediency than
the previous questions. It was voted
cil as to the value of membership in
that organization. He stated, in ef- to reaffirm the Council's original
recommendation that a maximum ot
fect, that the students would un
550 he paid to the Red Cross, and
doubtedly get more out of a good
'he question arose as to what should
beer party. Doubts as to the value
be done with the $125 in the fund
of NSA seemed to be quite gener-

There was a brief outburst of
flag-waving oratory in which Conners drew spontaneous applause
from half of the gallery, stating that
"charity begins at home", and recommending that this money be used to create a fund for deserving,
needy students already on the Bates
campus. It was finally voted however, that the money go to a war
orphan. The break-down recommended by the Student Council now
stands as follows:
Community
Chest, $125; Camp fund, $200; Red
Cross, $50; and War Orphan, $125.
Frosh Rules Questionnaire
A brief report of the returns of
the questionnaires regarding freshman rules was given by John Grady.
The report will be reiterated in detail at this week's meeting. The majority of the very small percentage
of the men who turned in reports,
said Grady, were in favor of reestablishing freshman rules on an enforceable basis.

'■ in I- ii I'lrrf rTT;";irr i; v KI-I Sn.fi ■■'

The Wesley Club held its regular
monthly meeting at Dr. D'Alfonso's
home last Sunday evening.
The topic for discussion was "The
Christian Concert of Immortality".
Dr. D'Alfonso elaborated on the
three phases of life and emphasized
the importance of the present. To
believe in Immortality one should
believe that the individual has value
and that God is concerned with
these values. The individual may or
may not believe in heaven, hell and
purgatory, for they are only the
•pictorial aids in a belief in immortality," One can still be a Christian
without believing in immortality.

always been known as such. In the
first edition, for lack of a better
name, it was called the "Bingville
Bugle". Then the name was changed to "The Batesville Bugle". Finally, by popular, demand, the name

WARDS

clothes at WARD BROS.'

IN COOL

.

.

.

AIR CONDITIONED

PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

MAKING SANDWICHES
Selling All Beverages

NICHt>LS TEA ROOM
162 LISBON STREET

LEWISTON, MAINE
Tel. 2-6422

WHUSURPLUS

EAT AT

FRANGEDAKIS'
MODERN

Open 7 A. M. to Midnight
7 Days A Week

RESTAURANT

203 COLLEGE STREET

BARGAINS
One Stop

HEADQUARTERS
for
WORK CLOTHING
CAMPING EQUIPMENT

COMPLETE "BACHELOR" SERVICE'
. . .to. . .
COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

THE SURPLUS STORE
56 Main St

Phone 2-2642

Lcwiston

The Marvin Hotel Lounge
Sensational - - -

Wilma Rogers

Take Your
CLEANING and LAUNDERING
To Our Main St Store
Convenient To The Campus

NEW!

COLLEGE SERVICE

Now Making The Best
Hamburgers In Town

ERNIE'S MARKET
*9r~

BUSINESS MEN'S LUNCH EVERY DAY

Closest Spot to Campus

AT REASONABLE PRICES

Phone 2-6926 to Place Order*
Weekly: 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.
Sunday: 8 A. M. to 8:30 P. tt.

INCORPORATED

GUUMUM

"*T^#

* niBBisn

Agent: Marge Lemka
E. Parker Hall

Agents
George DUnard

PALA

noon
Specializing in

S. S. r/ooobuijf Prop.

ITALIAN - AMERICAN!
FOOD

Fancy Groceries and
Confectionery

STEAKS - CHOPS
PIZZA PIES

TeL 2-7351
Lewiston

Bates '24

GOSSELIN'S
GROCERY

Cash or Charge Basis

Boston Tea Store

COORDINATED SPORTSWEAR
Furs
Ready-to-Wear

Fountain Specials...

Tel. 2-6645

Efficient Work and
Reasonable Rates

104 MIDDLE STREET

$7.95 - $8.95

Lewis ton, Me.

Opp. Post Office

MODERN DRY CLEANERS

STECKINO~HOTEL

and

87 Lisbon St.

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

Norris-Hayden Laundry

Hugh Penny

FORTUNE SHOES

LEWISTON

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

"She's well dressed . . . she buys her

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

29 ASH STREET

The organization started th
mester with $408, collect ^
dues, and took in $120 f
dents in connection v
the Maine football same. .
,C1J. „.
money was immediateiv
gpsn "•
.u.
.
_iy l*Hh.
'-:
the same
purpose. .Up
t0
$273 was spent, leaving ine .
balance of $484.

54 ASH STREET

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

SKI WEAR

as
of the Student Council '***«rB
Thursday evening's St U-C
«'
there is now $484
■» .:*>
treasury.

Bates-On-The-Aii

Tel. 4-8332

in

The record program, "I Can Herr
It Now", was continued in chapel
Monday morning. A period of five
years from the presidential elect.on
in 1940 to the surrender of the Japanese in 1945 was covered.

The first voice heard was that of
Wendell Wilkie accepting the Republican nomination for President.
The narrator described the events
of Pearl Harbor and told what was
happening around the world. Exerpts from President Roosevelt's
famous address to Congress, in
It is expected that app,
oxi
PPioxli
which he reported the Japanese at- *220
20 will be collected in du
.... M>
tack on Pearl Harbor, were heard. semester, and $466 win be M**1'
The next major event recorded for gown rental. Added to th '",
was the European invasion by the ent funds, this totals $1170 ^?
Sampsonville "Sun"
Allies, the details of which were mated expenditures for th» „ 1
(Continued from page two)
told by General Eisenhower. In one semester assuming coninued
men.
"Watch the refrigerator pans.
of his rare recordings, Stalin tola bership in the NSA
e»ci»
No natural law that I know will
1
eive of the $350 tha *«' Prohui,
his people of this attack.
stop water running out ot a pan
One of the important happenings be spent on gown r.-i,iace'
that is brim full. Second story
in 1945 was the death of Franklin This will leave a balai:, e of *
friends and neighbors especialD. Roosevelt. Arthur Godfrey des- in June, approximate , jy.
ly take notice."
cribed the funeral procession down than the funds avai'.ji,;e
Or casual comments on current Pennsylvania Avenue, with a note year's council last fall.
happenings like the following refer- of sadness reflecting the sentiments
ence to a Ball and Chain party:
of the nation as a whole.
"The first thing that I want
Harry Truman's first address to
to speak of is the Bali and
Congress as the President of the
Chain Party held on Saturday
Bates-on-the-Air will present h,
United States was heard. The re
eve.. April 24. I dropped in for
cordings concluded with Announcer weekly program ove; statin
a short time and was glad I did.
Bob Trout declaring triumphantly WCOU tomorrow at 4:;j" p.m. Tm,
Seemed to me that everyone
week's program will be that ft,
that the war was over.
was having a swell time. That's
voted the best of the radio fitai
was again changed to "The Sampas it should be."
presented by the members o( tt,
Introduction to Radio class.
"The Sampsonville Sun", has not sonville Sun".

WAF*P BROS

79 Lisbon St.

Everything

M

"I always smoke
Chesterfields because they're
MILD and they taste good
It's MY cigarette."

249 Main St.
TeL 4-4151

